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Foreword

The information evolution is upi UF, and often it can seem confusing or even threatening.
Cable television, fiber optics. -plinks, downlinks, computer mailbox's, vIdeodiscsthe
terminology alone cc n cause us run for /er. But, in truth, there is no need to hide. These new
communication and inferrnation tools can help us to work more effectively and efficientlyto
impr ove '.he way we manage.. and move information. And the management and movement or
information is, after all. what most nonprofit organizations are a about.

Think about it for a moment. Rejar-lless of what our organizational goals may be how do we
spend most of our time? Research, fund-raising, meetings, public education. advocazy, training:
all of these functions involve the transfer of information, ar d all of them can be enhanced by the

appropriate use of new :echnoiogies.
In adapting to the changes brought by technology, hove' er, we face several obstacles. First, all

institutions resist change. Accustomed to old ways of op:irating. we postpone dealing with the

new. Second, we need to learn how to use the emerging tools of communication. Now that we
have mastered the telephone and the electric typewriter. we can go on to the reicrocornputer and

the video recorder. We must understand that today, 1110i e than ever. the media are the

"magnifiers" of our concerns of the issues we care about. It seems that our children are far

ahead of us in this regard.
Finally, the costs of Le:ing new technologies have been perceived as beyond our reach.

Fortunately, this is now changing. In fact, the use of new communication techniques may
become essential as the costs of trail tional methods increase. For example, as travel becomes

more expensive, reeeting via teleconference seems an increasingly attractive alternative. Even

plain old mai: service eventually may be too expensive. Analysts predict that by 1990, the price of

a first-class stamp may rise to 80 cents or more. New opportunities for pi esenting the views of

the nonprofit community are becoming available, and we should look fa, iveys to pool resources

so Nee can take advantage of them.
This is not to underestimate cost as a lingering barrier to using new teehnology..'\ny nonprofit

group contemplating the purchase of even a small word processor knows that the investment

can be significant. Like our for-profit counterparts, however. we have to weigh the immediate
expenditure against the long-term costs and benefits. Here, planning is the key. Once you have a

general sense of the possibilities of the new technology, the place to begin planning is at your
office. Hard questions should be asked: How do we comn iunicate with our various constituencies

and the public? How much and what kinds of information do we handle? Hoe much time and

money do we spend on the telephone and in meetinc;::3 What costs could be reduced or offset b,

use of a different method of acquiring or moving information? How can these technologies help

us to do a better Job by freeing up time to work with the people who t ieed our help fece-to-face?
Consideration of these kinds of questiori3 will lead toward planning the appropriate and cos'

effective use of technology to enhance our service to the public. This booklet, which includes
descriptions of the new technologies and case studies of how they can be used, should heip to

put some of the answers in focus.
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Introduction

c,
In the fall of 1980. those looking for evidence of new trends in communications need

not have looked any further than the prairie town of Lack Bend. Minnesota, popula-
tion 550. Until the day that Channel 45 signed ,-)n. the residents of this farming

community. whose project had been written off in many quarters as only wishful thinking,
could receive the signals of three radio stations, aisle VHF .1',/ station. and. to some extent.

three UHF TV stationsall of which were located in other towns. In fact. until Channel 45
went on the air, the only local news medium in Eagle Bend was a weekly newspaper.

But after a year and a half of planning. aided by grant money from both the state of
Minnesota and the federal government, as well as private foundations. Eagle Bend had an
experimental low power television station up and running that would radically change the
face of its educational system. Independent School District 790, which, because of its
rural location, did not have access to as wide a variety of courses as administrators woilid
have liked, suddenly was hooked up to classrooms in two surrounding towns. Usino a
combination of technologies, the students in the three neighboring 7ornmunities coald
sit in onindeed, participate in, through an interactive transmission ,ystem----classes in
the other schools. And interested parents could watch it all at home on television.

Of course Eagle Bend has not been alone on tht front lines of this communications
revolution. In Reading, Pennsylvania, the nonprofit Becks Community Television has
been producing interactive cable TV programming, giv'ng the population direct access to

public officials; in Tacoma, Washington. the local community college offers for-credit
courses, along with audio tapes of interest to the community in general. via a Touch-
Tone-accessed system; in the Washington. D.C. area, a local amateur radio club. aided by

federal funds, developed a computer messaging system for the "deaf and a clearinghouse
of information on the use of technology for the handicapped: in Port Washington, New

York, the public library has been using video to create historical archives chronicling local

history.
It has been just that sort of transition: a low-key, almost surreptitious insurrection that

has spawned a variety of innovations in communication. And this movement, which
quietly toppled a long line of technological traditions, continues today. It has given rise to

low power television and high definition video, satellites that broadcast directly to your
home and interactive videodiscs. It has brought into being audio,-video, and computer
conferencing, wireless telephone systems and multi-channel pay TV. But it also has
meant the discovery of ancillary and innovative uses for the technologies that have served

as the basis of our traditional systems of communication.
The evolutionary process was, for many years, characi.:, ....d by separate delivery

systems developing along different courses. There were, of course, the wirestelegraph,
telephone, and, much later, cable TV that connected the land from point to point. And
there were the over-the-air technologiesthe "wireless," for example. used for such
purposes as ship-to-shore communication, and eventually radio, television, and commu-
nications satellites that linked multiple points to a single information source.

6 COMMUNICATING IN THE '80s
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Although there were demonstiations of radio around the turn of the century. broad-
casting as we know it iid not have its beginnings until 1921. AM radio, known also as
"standard broadcasting," was an immediate success. It was so successful. in fact, that by
1925 the government, hoping to somehow reduce the interference caused by so many
stations, considered asking foe limitations on broadcast time and power.

That same year. there were nearly 17 million telephones in the United States. six-and-a-
half million more than there had been a decade earlier, and 13 million more than there
had been in 1905. With this transcontinental telephone network in place. radio broadcast-
ers had an opportunity to augment their local service. In 1926. RCA's National Broadcast-
ing Company formed the first regular network. joining 24 radio stations via telephone
lines for the simultaneous transmission of programming. Broadcasting and the wire.
which had been running parallel courses, crossed for the first time.

But this commingling by no means established a pattern; the junctures at which these
forms of communication converged remained few. their development, instead. taking
separate tracks in terms of both purpose and regulation. Unlike the telephone. for
example, which is regulated as a "common carrier,- broadcasting was designed as a
mass medium, its end products entertainment and information.

The radio spectrum is the range of frequencies that can be used to transmit electronic
signals. Because the number of channels in the spectrum that can be used for broadcast-
ing is limited, broadcasters were required to be licensed by the federal government, which
oversees management of this resource. For the most part, technological breakthroNhs
were in the area of increasing the number of channels that could be squeezed into the
usable part of the spectrum.

In 1940, following years of experimentaZion, the' Federal Communications Commis-
sion authorized the operation of F112, radio. Under the original plan. FM was to occupy 40
channelsfive of which were reserved for noncommercial educational service. Later, the
FCC moved FM to another part of the radio spectrumincreasing the number of
channels to 100 in the process, 20 of which were set aside for educational use. At he
same time, AM radio was experiencing considerable growth, and with this expansion
came a variety of program formats: big band, comedy. sports, and news, for example. In
fact, as World War II commanded the nation's attention, radio became the primary
ongoing source of news.

Television had a somewhat similar history. Originally authorized by the FCC to begin
service in July 1942. the Commission allocated 13 VHF (very high frequency) channels
for commercial television. Six years later, one of those channels was assigned to land
mobile radio, a point-to-point broadcast service. And then. in 1952. the FCC allocated 70
UHF (ultra high frequency) channels for television use; it also adopted a table making
more than 2.000 channel assignments to appro,.;mately 1.300 communities, 242 of
which were designated for noncommercial educational use. (In 1966. a revised table of
channel assignments designated more than 600 spots for educational 'TAO

And while television and radio increased their reach, other technologies came into their
own, as well. In 1947, a microwave relay service was established to link cities in the
Northeast for the transmission of TV signals; four years later, a transcontinentai system
was in place. Instructional Television Fixed Service (IIFS), a microwave service that
simultaneously allows the transmission of as many as four programs in one area, was
established for educational and nonprofit organizations in 1963. Broadcast relay and
networking by satellite followed soon -fter; over-the-air pay 'IV was added to the growing
menu of services in December 1968.

And so it went. The development of new over-the-air services continued, while the
development of the wire ran its own course.

As the 1940s drew to a close, there were more than 43 million telephones in the nation,
as the wire wound its way toward the near-universal service we have today. Unlike

1 0 COMMUNICATING IN THE '80s 7



broadcasters, who competed for revenues. telephone\ companies were licensed as com-

mon carriers. operating with exclusive franchises under government supervision and with

their rates regulated. Although independent phone companies existed. AT.-,71-, with its 22

local companies and long-distance network. provided the major portion of the nation's
phone service. it had. in effect, a governi-nent-granted monopoly. in return for -which it

was required to provide service to all customers without discrimination.
In 1949, a hybrid service emergedcable television. Originally. cable was intended as

nothing more than a method of improving recepti9n: it was called community antenna
television (CATV). because a single master antenna, located in a strategic geographical
position. captured local TV signals and brought them via wire to homes that were
otherWse unable to tune in these signals clearly.

As the medium grew. cable system operators began bringing in distant IV signals by
terrestrial microwave. Elaborate microwave relay systems, which relayed the signals from

town., to town, were used to form regional networks. These allowed cable operators to
import the signals of TV stations hundreds of miles away and distribute them by coaxial

cable to their subscribers. As its service capabilities expanded, cable, once exclusively a
rural phenomenon, crept steadily toward the cities.

In 1975, we witnessed an event that in many ways changed the shape of the communi-

cations landscape. That year. Time Inc. leased a transponder on RCA's Satcorn I satellite

to deliver first-run movies to cable systems nationwide. What followed was a briat pause,

and then a mad rush to the skies. as programmers. offering everything from movies and

sports to religious fare and Congressional coverage. looked to grab a Shan e of the ever-

expanding cable population.
Satellites, it was quickly discovered, make very good sense: they Can reach a very large

coverage area, with multiple channels, and topographical factors have little impact on

reception. All that is required to receive signals off the -bird- is a receive-only earth station.

and these dish-shaped antennas soon began sprouting. first, at cable systems all over the

country, and then at radio and television stations, news organization bureaus. and even in

backyards.
As the decade pushed its way into the '80s, there were other key factors that contribut-

ed to the reordering of our systems of communication. Video. for example. for years the

caol of the television industry, had become an affordable option for libraries. universities,

organizations, and even individuals. .vVarner-Amex gave Columbus, Ohio. and the rest of

the nation, the first look at the options provided by two-way interactive cable. For the first.

time, the phone company had competition in the provision of long-distance service. MCI.

using satellites, microwave relay systems. and the established telephone network. which

by 1980 accounted for more than 180 million phones in 98 percent of American homes.

would begin to reduce long-distance telephone rates. 'Fhere were teletext and videotext

.demonstrations. audio and video -teleconferences,- on going tests of a mobile commu-

nications system, and the prospect of low power television, which could mean thouisands

of new over-the-air TV outlets.
And of course there was the microcomputer. The powerful calculator, which proved a

boon to routine office tasks like bookkeeping and filing. opened up entirely new avenues.

as well, Computer conferencing. electronic mail, -on-line- bulletin boards, and access to

a variety of data bases, in some cases with terminals costing as little as $300. became

practical options.
In may though, our notions of -communication continue to be hound by the

old limitations of the individual media. Most of us still look at what each distinct technol-

ogy has to offer and then develop our communication strategies to fit. Public service

announce rents, for example, are sent by mail to broadcasters, who may or may not air

them. We waste precious time playing "telephone tag.- We hold press conferences in

hopes of attracting the attention of the news media, In short, our perceptions of the

8 COMMUNICATING IN THE '80s
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options have remained very limited. Only gradually are we beginning to understand that
WC can decide on our communication yogis in advance and then put together the
technological p;eces often. dissimilar pieces to accomplish our purposes much more

effectively.
By mixing and matching technologies, almost anything has become possible. Com-

puters and videodiscs can be combined to create an ideal interactive edu.:ational tool: ad
hoc networks can be formed, sometimes with as little as a week's notice. for multi-site
video conferences: videotape and computer-based newsletters have been tested as
replacements for the paper versions: financial institutions are using unrsed portions of
FM signals to send streams of data; plans have emerged to use FITS microwave channels
and computers in concert for educational purposes: students in foreign countries can be
linked via satellite with American students as a cultural exchange program: community
announcements are being sent from terminals in the offices of local public service
agencies to a central computer, where they are reformatted for display on the local cable

system.
Thus, while the old guard sat waiting for the revolution to begin, small bands of

insurgents quietly were dismantling the palace walls. Their work -the innovative uses of

old and new technologies, used separately or in any flUrTlber of combinations--undoubt-
edly can serve as models for others, In many cases, the patterns will have to be modified,
and some parts of the puzzle will have to be exchanged for others. But being aw e of the

options, and understanding that the technology need not dictate what may be accom
plished, may very well translate into better solutions to existing problems. Ttwre are. in
effect, few remaining boundars, as the projects detailed here demoriorate.

"Everyone told us we couldn't accomplish this,- says Richard Lundgren, principal of
the Eagle Bend School. "We didn't believe them."

.I 1 2 COMMUNICATING IN THE '80s 9
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(fund-raising

PT he voice on your phone says: "Hello, please
hold for the Chairman of the Democratic

Party.
The Chairmen, calling me? The voice that

follows says' "Hello, I'm Charles Manatt. I'm
calling to thank you for your generous support
to the Democratic Party this past year. Thanks
to you we've made important gains. I'm just
sorry that I can't be speking with you personal-
ly. But this new automated 3vstem makes your
contributions go farther and work harder."

You knew there had to be a catch. After all,

the Chairman of a major political party doesn't
have time to say thanks for every $10 contribu-
tion. Iri this case, the recorded message
brought word Df a letter that would be arriving
describing the Democrats' position on Social
Security. "I urge you to watch for my letter, read

it carefully. and continue your support.' it con-
tinued. "With your help. we II keep Social Secu-

rity strong and fair. Thank you, again.

Cloodbye."
There may be nothing like the personal

touch, but there's also something to be said for
speedparticularly ;; yui 're trying to reach a
large constituency cc a fund-raising matter,
For years. many organizations relied almost ex-
clusively on direct-mail or fund-raising efforts.
Recently, sophisticated computers that permit
better targeting of potential contributors have
made these efforts more successful. But in
some quarters, direct-mail solicitation is giving
way to such options as incoming toll-free "800"
numbers, which have been a valuable tool for

10 COMMUNICATING IN THE '80s

increasing membership, and computer-operat-
ed telephone systems. Sometimes these auto-
mated tape message (ATM) systems are used
alone, and sometimes in concert with direct-
mail to notify people of a soon-to-arrive letter.

ATM systems combine computer technol-
ogy with standard telephones, permitting non-
stop calls to selectedor randomtelephone
numbers. ATM can dial hundreds of phone
numbers in an hour and play a recorded mes-
sage. Some have interactive capabilities, so if a
person wants to talk to another p.rscn. rather
than just listen to a recording, dialing one num-
ber will alert someory-2 to get on the phone.

ATM systems can cost upwards of $100,000,
but an organization need not actually purchase
the hardware. There are companies that, using
an organization's list of phone numbers, will
implement an ATM campaign. Cost for this ser-
vice can be as little as 60 cents per completed
call: operators doing the same work typically
would cost more than three times that amount.

TV and radio commercials have long been
used as a fund-raising tool by larger nonprofit
organizations, but most smaller groups have
been dissuaded by the cost. However, Frank
Colangelo, whose organization, Vanguard
Communications. plans media campaigns for
nonprofit groups, says many organizations in-
correctly assume that television is too expen-
sive for their budget A good negotiator, he
says, can buy television time at relatively low
cost, and often in the "right" markets. But even
those using, tAevision, he adds, often underesti-



mate its effectiveness. For example, it may cost
an organization $100 to buy time for a IV spot,
and the return mad be only $50. But that
doesn't necessarily make it a losing proposi-
tion, he says: membership roils may have five
new names, which will translate into a net, long-
term gain for the group.

Some groups also have begun looking into
running fund-raising spots on cable TV, but ca-
ble, for the most part, remains unexplored terri-
tory. That may soon change, however. Some
media experts believe cable television can be a
terrific fund-raising vehicle. Colangelo, for ex-
ample, says tests show that cable may be more
effective than broadcasting. Some data, he
says, show that fond-raising spots on broadcast
television result in more viewers responding in
absolute numbers, but a larger percentage of
the cable audience responds. Cable, he notes,
has a good "upscale" audience that could
make it a terrific fund-raising vehicle when it is
more available in urban areas.

One of the most ambitious projects of this
sort, using a combination of over-the-air televi-
sion, cable, and telephones, was undertaken in
1982 by People for the American Way. People
For, a natonal nonprofit organization born in
1980, includes television produces Norman
Lear among its founders. One of its main ob-
jLctives is public education on Constitutional
freedoms, and its efforts in this regard have
included a series of television commercials and
public service ann-uncements, and a two-hour
specie, called I Love Liberty, which aired na-
tionally on network TV in March 1982.

In the spring of 1982, the organization decid-
ed to produce a half-hour documentary on me
-radical right.- What later would be titled Life &
Liberty,..r or All Who Believe would be target-

_
ed for broadcast in at least 40 cities the follow-
ing fall. The primary purpose of the project was
public educationan opportunity to inform the
general public about an issue. As production
moved along, however, it was decided that Life
& Liberty also could be a viable membership
recruitment vehicle -end direct-response adver-
tising tool. To attract contributions, viewers
were asked to call a toll-free "800- at ti end of
the film.

Production of the documentary took
months. with a crew crisscrossing the country
filming interviews and events (a book burning, a
teacher censorship hearing, an anti-ERA din-
ner). Burt Lancaster hosted the show, the "800"
number and post office box number for mailing
contributions were inserted at the end of the
film, and its contents were reviewed tby People

For years, many organizations
relied almost exclusively on
direct-mail for fund-raising

efforts. Recently, sophisticated
computers that permit better

targeting of potential
contributors have made these

efforts more successful.

For board members. The logistics of distribu-
tion then had to be dealt with.

Before filming had actually started, People
For hired a reputable TV time buyer capable of
placing the program in cities that the organiza-
tion most wanted to reach. This, of course, is
crucial: broadcasters are wary of potential fair-
ness doctrine complaints and law suits. To as-
suage fears, the proper releases were secured,
the program was reviewed by five attorneys,
insurance coverage was secured, and licensing
agreements were signed with each station car-
rying the documentary.

The next step was to hire a firm to handle the
telephone responsea key facet of the proc-
ess. Using one's own staff is less desirable, be-
cause few groups are equipped to handle a
large vole ne of calls or effectively carry out the
follow-up procedures. The firm People For fi-
nally selected was capable of handling 5,500
calls per hour. Beyond that, the Nebraska-
based company could handle credit-card
pledges, pledge fulfillment letters, and daily
media tracking.

The remaining considerations were promo-
tion of the film and raising enough funds to
carry out the project. Preliminary analysis
shows that total expenditures exceeded
$525,000. This included roughly $190,000 to
produce , the film, $220,000 to boy air time,
$28,000 for telephone response services,
$28,000 in insurance fees, $50,000 for promo-
tion, and $12,000 for odds and ends. The pro-
motion strategy included advertising in forty
newspapers and four regional editions of 71
Guide., extensive press efforts, a membership
appeal, constituency contacts, and promotion-
al spots sent to each station airing the program.
To raise funds, a direct-mail solicitation was
sent to all People For members, and "film auc-
tions" were organized to encourage large do-

COMMUNICATING IN THE '80s 11
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nors to contribute the cost of air time and
promotion in a particular city.

From early October to early December 1982.

L Libct.4.i...For Ail Who Beliccc was shown
in 31 media markets with a potential viewing
audience cf 25 million households. in addition.

it was carried by WTBS in Atlanta, the satellite
delivered "s erstation- that r .aches 205 cable
television markets. This gav he show a com-
bined potential audience of 50 million televi-
sion householdsmore than half of oil U.S. TV

households.
And the results? When all was said and done,

People for the American Way and the issues
that concerned them had received a great deal

of national attention, and they had increased
their membership rolls by almost 10,000. As a
fund-raising vehicle, People For did manage to
recover most of the costs associated with the

program.
This trial run is instructive in several ways.

12 COMMUNICATING IN THE '80s

Among the key lessons learned were that the
best approach for an effective campaign of this
sort is to create- your own syndication network,
picking markets where the program is likely to
be well received; and that a -prime time- show-
ing usually is best in terms of potential audi-
ence size.

Lite & Libcritireceived extensive press cover-
age and gave People For The American Way a
significant boost in membership. But these re-

sults, says People For's Paul Schaeffer, were
always secondary to the project's original in-
tent: public education. Litt: & Libetly was suc-
cessful enough to spawn another filmthis
time on censorshipand Schaeffer says he
thinks its the sort of project others might emu-
late. In fact, he believes that any national organi-
zation looking to rapidly build public support
might consider this route in lieu of other, more
traditional options.

Alhea organization that has looked to
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communications technology for fund ,raising
in this case, satellite teleconferencingis the
Republican National Committee.

The RNC is using satellites in a variety of
ways. Its first try was in August 1981, when it
transmitted -live- campaign SCE ninars to
groups of candidates in Atlanta and San Fran-
cisco. Two months later, those attending the
Western States Regional Conference in Idaho
had an opportunity to question Republican
leaders in Washington via a satellite hook-up.

-That December, Vice-President George
Bush, who was scheduled to be at a fund rais-
ing event in Palm Springs, was unable to attend.
The RNC found a more-than-adequate substi-
tute, though: E3ush delivered a I0- minute
speech from Ushington, D.C. via satellite.
Then, for 45 minutes, he answered questions
phoned in by those in attendance. The satellite
charges were considerably less than the $5,000
an hour cost for Air Force One, and Bush was

Life 6 1...iberty proccd 10 he 0
edivable nietr'lersittf)
recruitment vehicle k)r People
for Ow American 1Acip. People
for fios since followed Life Fa
Liberty with putqic SCICICC

for Plait
1110.11,1.

able to respond personally to que...;tions fl orn

t. to field.
David Muller, the RNC's Director of Telecom-

munications, says that satellite COTTitTlunica..
tions undoubtedly will be on the agenda in the
future, and most assuredly for fund-raising pur-
poses. The advantage, he says, is that the orga-
nization can simultaneously have one

speakerthe President, for examplead
dressing perhaps 100 sites:. It won't be as inti-
mate, he concedes, but still rry be appropriate
in some situations. Ideally, Muller adds, 20 or so
sites might be linked for such a video confer-
encebe it for fund-raising or informational
purposesso at least one question can be
asked from each -downlink- site.

Like all fund-raising techniques, the use of
video conferencing has had mixed results. In
September 1981, United Methodist Communi-
cations spent over $150,000 on a video confer-
ence to kick off a $25 million fund-raising
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The Mechanical Contractors Association
turned its video conference into a revenue-
producing venture.

earn pdign, the purpose of which was to estab-
lish an endc.mmert fund for -TV and cable pro-
gramming, i he program, -TV Presence and
Ministry." Was broadcast from the Grand Ole
Opry in Nashville, where a few thousand people
had gathered. In addition, invited guests had

gathered at about 120 downlink sites around
the country, primarily hotels and public televi-

sion stations.
This was not the first usf. of satellites by Unit-

ed Methodist Communications. The group pre-
viously had successfully linked a convention in
Lincoln, Nebraska with a meeting of the World
Council of Churches in Geneva, Switzerland. A
phone hook up permitted participants in Lin-

coln to ask questions to the European

participants.
Putting together the satellite network for the

fund-raiser cost UMC about $65,000: the rest
was spent on producing the program, renting
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All

the facilities, and the like. Technically, the multi-
site video conference, coordinated by the Pub-
lic Service Satellite Consortium, went smoothly.
But it fell short of its intended goals. "Key lead-
ership people and potential contributors were
invited to the event,- says UMCs Nelson Price.
"In retrospect, it wasn't the best way to reach
potential contributors. It wasn't their .Kind of
event."

Sometimes, thou0, a video conference can
yield unexpected financial gains. This was pre-
cisely the experience of the tAechanical Con-
tractors Association of America, which turned a
video conference on motivational techniques
into a revenue-producing venture. The 1982
video conference linked 39 sites in the United
States and two in Canada with one-way video
and two-way audio. More than 3.000 people
participated in the five-hour program. Two-
thirds of them were not mechanical contrac-
tors, but they wanted to be on hand for an event
that promised to be an industry highlight.

Richard Maresco, the Association's Director
of Education, says that more than 80 percent of
those attending found the video conference ex-
ceeded their expectations. What Maresco dis-
covered, though, was that the videotape of the
conference, which focused on productivity im-
provement. was a saleable item. It appeared
particularly saleable, he says, because rising
costs recently have meant that only senior-level
managers can attend seminars and conven-
tions. With these tapes, the information would
be available to all levels of management. "Our
program is rated as one of the hottest things in
the trades," Maresca says. "We'll make a real
profit in 1983 marketing
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In the beginning there was Sputnik I, the
Soviet satellite launched into orbit in the

autumn of 1957. Five years later, the first
non-governmental communications satel-
lite--AT&Ts Telstar l --was lifted into
space, and things just haven't be.-1 quite
the same since.

Satellites now have a wide range of
usesfrom the delivery of telephone calls
and streams of corporate data, to the trans-
mission of radio and television program-
ming. Satellites sit in "synchronotr.i" orbit
22,300 miles above the equator, meaning
they orbit the earth at the same speed the
planet rotates on its axis. Thus, -the satellite
appears to he fixed in one spot above the
.earth. Because of their distance from the
earth, satellites offer greater coverage area
than other delivery sysLems. Topographical
factorsmountains or valleys, for exam-
plegenerally pose no obstacle. Signals
can be beamed from one point to another
or to numerous locations simultaneously,
making satellites particularly cost-efficient

In essence, a satellite is really little more
than a sophisticated relay device: signals
are beamed to the satellite from a transmit-
ting antenna (the "uplink"), and then re-
transmitted to a dish-like earth station (the
"downlink"). The key ingredients in the sat-
ellite are the "transponders," which switch
and amplify the incoming signals before
relaying them back to earth on a different
frequency. Thirteen domestic communica-
tions satellites were in orbit in the fall of
1983, with a total of 264 transponde:s
available to the United States for voice,
data, and broadcasting traffic. (Most com-
munications satellites now have 24 tran-
sponders, each of which can relay cne
video signal, 12 radio signals, or about
1,000 simultaneous telephone calls.) With
demand for transponder space increasing,
the FCC has authorized the launch of addi-

tonal satellites, and by 1987 there may be
nearty 1,000 transponders available.

Merely launching more satellites.
though, does ,ot solve all problems of ac-
cess. For one thing, earth stations are still
large and expensiveperhaps $10,000 to
$15,000 for a three- or four-meter (10-15
feet in diameter) dish and related electrical
equipment In addition, the current genera-
tion of earth stations can only "c-te" one
satellite at a time. This limitation, which is
being eliminated with the newest genera-
tion of equipment, has led to certain satel-
lites being used exclusivelyor almost
exclusivelyfor a particular purpose.
RCA's Satcom 111-R, for example (also
called "Cable Net One"), is filled entirely
with cable TV programming.

In rural and remote areas, where cable is
too expensive to string and over-the-air TV
signals are scarce, home owners have
been installing their own earth stations.
They are thus able to pick pay TV and other
programming right off the satellite. This
development has raised questions of signal
piracy, and the Congress has been asked
to review the penalties for such piracy.

One service which intends that consum-
ers receive signals directly from the satel-
litewith no piracy or copyright problems
whateveris direct broadcast satellite
(DBS service. Because DBS uses high-
powered satellites, viewers paying monthly
fees will be able to receive special television
channels directly from the satellite using
small, relatively inexpensive roof-mounted
antennas. It is expected that the dish, mea-
suring about two-and-a-half feet in diame-
ter, and all necessary electrical equipment
will cost between $300 and $600.

Nine different companies have received
FCC authorization to begin DBS service.
The first DBS service in this country may
be operational as early as late 1983.
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Publicity & Media Relations

n the spring of 1982, the Robert Wood John-
1 son Foundation turned what could have
been a standard press release into an event
receiving substantial print and broadcast
coverage.

The Johnson Foundation is a New Jersey-
based philanthropic organization devoted to
improving health care in the United States. In

1982, it announced via press release a major
grant program designed to consJilz-ate health
services for -high-risk" teenagers (Ind young
adults. This program led to the award of twenty
separate grants in 18 cities, including hospitals
and various cooperating community agencies.
When it came time to announce the grantees,
who collectively would receive $12 million, the
foundation decided to make the formal an-
nouncement directly to those I S cities via a
video conference.

Wii;iam Walch, Vice President of Communi-
cations of the Johnson Foundation, says the

impetus for the video conference Was simple:
"What can we do to raise community support
for these projects?" A number of existing agen-
cies addressing the problem of health services
for teenagers already were operating in the 18

cities, but their efforts often were duplicated or
not well coordinated. The grant money would
be used to help solve these problems. We

thought it was a good opportunity for the foun-
dation to state directly, at one time, our en-
dorsement of their efforts, our recognition of
the difficulty of the task, and to state to the
community that the problems were being ad-
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dressed,- Walch adds.
The video conference was produced by Net

Telecon, a subsidiary of WNET-TV in New York,
and beamed to public television stations in the

other cities. About 800 persons participated;
100 of them, reporters. Following an eight-min-
ute introductory film, the moderator opened
the floor to questions in New York, and then to
questions in other cities, linked to the New York
studio by telephone.

An essential ingredient of the teleconfer-
ence's success, Walch believes, was working
closely with the public relations departments of
local hospitals and agencies. instead of the
foundation trying to work with local media in all

the cities, press releases were sent directly from
the grant recipients, who also made calls to
reporters. In each city, a news conference fol-
lowed the one-hour teleconference.

The strategy proved effective. Not only did
the event generate considerable local press
coverage, but Cable News Network, a nationally
delivered satellite cable service, used an ex-
cerpt, and local broadcast media taped seg-
ments at the actual hospital locations. In

addition, local awareness generated .by the
event led to numerous speaking engagements
for project directors, To make the most of this
resource, the foundation edited the hour-long
teleconference to one-half hour and made the
tape available to participating cities for fund-
raising and educational purposes.

Walch and the Foundation were pleased with
the event and its outcome. It ( Auld have been a
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typical grant announcement story," he says.
"Five lines in the newspaper... But he empha-
sizes that the foundation did not hold the video
conference just for publicity's sake. "We were
trying to say. 'Is there an additional way to sup-
port these projects?...

A satellite-delivered video py.,:;s conference
may be effective, and it may be appropriate in
the context of a $12 million grant announce-
ment, but it's beyond the means of most non-.
profit organizations. For groups with limited
resources, there are other, less costly, alterna-
tives available, It is possible, for example, simply
to feed the video and audio portion of a press
conference in one city to other locations and
eliminate the interactive capability at the re-
mote sites. An organization also can phone ra-
dio stations and trai it taped statements or
interviews for recording at the station, or even
use a satellite delivery system for mass distribu-
tion of pre-taped audio or video press releases
and news segments.

In June 1982, when the American Federation
of Teac s sought wide dissemination of a
news c rence on discrimination, it contract-
ed with Li ie Public Affairs Satellite System (Pub-

Sat) in Washington to feed a video clip from a
morning news conference to TV stations across
the nation. The day before the press confer-
ence, news dinctors at stations with satellite
receiving earth stations were sent a Telex in-
forming them of the satellite over wh.L.,, :he clip
.vouid be fed and the time of the Iced

Pub Sat is the broadcast version of the Public
Relations Newswire, which distributes press re-
lease information the way wire services deliver
news stories. Pub Sat feeds are free to news
organizations, and its radio trammissions are
received by National Public Radio members
and Associated Press affiliates more than
1,400 stations. The nearly 300 commercial
television outlets with an earth station can re-
ceive Pub Sat video feeds. The price of the ser-
vice varies, depending on the length of the
transmission and the number of stations re-
ceiving it. A 60-second radio spot sent to all
stations in the Pub Sat network costs $750; a
90-second video insert, including production,
costs $5,000.

Pub Sat does follow-up surveys with TV sta-
tions to find out how many stations carry its
video "press releases," but a often is impossible

The Johnson Foundation's video conference generated significant press average.

k
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to get accurate readings of how many radio
stations use its material. If the content of the
feed is truly newsworthy, it obviously has more

of a chance or being aired. If every radio station
capable of receiviag Pub Sat feeds actually uses

a 60-second spot, the cost to the originating
organization is approximately 50 cents to reach

-each station.
One organization that has stayed with trade

tional mediaand with good resultsis the
Public Agenda Foundation. For more than two
months in 1982. the New York City-based re-

search organization conducted Health Vote '82

in Des Moines, Iowa. The purpose of the cam-
paign. funded by the John and Mary Markle
'Foundation. was to help citizens better under
stand and confront the issue of rising health
care costs. Public Agenda did not promote a
particular point of view, but. through a series of

200 ;Immunity meetings, sought to help

people n a..' sense of the issues. The project

was to culminate with a Health Vote ballot.
To conduct the campaign, the foundation

elicited the help of a number of community and
business leaders, health care professionals,
and unions. Health Vote staff members met
with editors of local newspapers and formed a
local media committee. A series of public ser-
vice announcements was produced, and a film
detailing the issues was shown on every televi-

sion station and on the Des Moines cable sys-

tem. Press releases were issued regularly. and

the campaign received extensive coverage in
the media. In the end. more than 30,000 Health
Vote ballots were cast by Des Moines-area resi-

dents. Public Agenda officials initially had ex-
pected that 5.000 or 10,000 might be returned.

What exactly is the best media strategy for
nonprofit organizations? There is no one "best"

strategy but the advice of some experts is that
nonprofit organizations create a media advisory
board. Meeting two of three times a year with

people knowledgeable about broadcasting and

newspapers. public relations and advertising,
can help an organization achieve its goals.

Almost any organization can help its cause

by dealing effectively with local media. In some
cases, this means providing editorial replies to
local television and radio stations: in other
cases, it means regularly supplying local media
with information for which it receives credit.
Some arts groups, for example, have produced

one- or two-minute spots for local radio sta-
tions describing on-going shows. In other
cases, organizations have done daily or weekly

radio spots with calendar listings of noteworthy

upcoming events.
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Looking At New Options

Like the Johnson Foundation, the American
Federation of State, County, and Municipal
Employees, AFL-CIO has begun using satel-

lites to generate media and community atten-
tion. AFSCME is organized into more than
2,800 local unions, representing more than 1.4
million public employees. To make sure its

views on key issues reach the media, it estab-
lished the Labor News Network. The idea is
basic: if the media won't come to us, we'll go to

them.
AFSCME has constructed a studio in its

Washington headquarters from which it can
originate both radio and television program-
ming. Using leased space on a satellite. it can
beam interviews with union officials to any
broadcast or cable outlet that has a satellite-
receiving earth station. The facility is ideal for
interviews because AFSCME officials can be on

the set, ready to talk live with reporters or tape a

spot, in just minutes. In addition to interviews,
other kinds of programming such as docu-
mentaries, for examplecan be transmitted
from AFSCME's facilities.

The network had its debut on July 29, 1982,
when a press conference followed by an ad-
dress by union President Gerald W. McEntee
was beamed by satellite to television stations
around the contry. Stations had been notified
in advance with specifics about which satellite
would carry the event. The debut of the network
generated significant press coverage. Orga-

nized labor had found a particularly effective

public relations tool.
AFSCME realized that by using satellite tech-

nology it could otter news outlets around the
country the national view of local union issues.
Sometimes lo, a; stations Cali the union for an
interview, and sometimes the uaion makes the
first contact. volunteering its experts for live or
taped interviews. After President Ronald Rea-

gan addressed the Iowa legislature with his New
Federalism proposals, for example, AFSCME
was able to give its side of the story to Iowa,
television and radio stations via satellite

connection.
What is particularly interesting about

AFSCMEs operation is its flexibility. If a station

does not have a satellite-receiving earth station,
the union will videotape a segment and send it

by overnight mail. Broadcasters that do own
earth stations can produce televised interviews
in which the reporters sit in the local studio and
ask questions of an AFSCME official in Wash-
ington. One time, a letter to news directors told
of a 15-city teleconference the union was doing
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On the 'set in the AFSCME studio.

on the proposed constitutional amendment for
a balanced budget. and invited them to -look
in" on the satellite broadcast and use any mate-
rial they wanted. In short. a lot of bases are
covered. "The name of the game for us is get-
ting local media access... says one AFSCME
official.

The National Education Association has
similar views. On April 6. 1981. with the pros-
pect of severe federal budget cuts to education
looming in Congress. NEA went on the offen-
sive. Mobilizing forces for this sort of effort is, of
course, nothing new for N. but its tactics on
this occasion constituted an entirely new

strategy.
With the help of the Washington. D.C.-based

Public Service Satellite Consortium, NEA put
together a 48-site teleconference. The primary
purpose of the teleconference, coordinated
with just eight days' notice, was to motivate
NEA members to lobby federal legislators for
more money for education. But there was an
other pur.ose as well; to focus attention on this
issue by generating press coverage from the
teleconference itself.

NEA officials say both goals were met, and
the associations experiences demonstrate how
the right planning can translate into significant
media exposure. Of 43 sites that responded to
a follow-up survey, in fact, 19 reported receiving

$4
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local broadcast coverage (both radio and televi-
sion in some instances). and five reported re-
ceiving print coverage.

'T he teleconference was targeted to state af-
filiates that work with the national headquarters.
It was hoped that general lobbying strategies
would emerge from the conference, and. fur-
ther, specific plans of action. School superin-
tendants, principal3, board of education
officials, and the like were invited to participate
at the teleconference sites (in most instances.
public television stations). Also among the 678
in attendance were four tI S. Senators and a
number of U.S. Representatives.

The teleconference linked the sites with one-
way video and two-way audio. Participants
could see the presentation, originating in
Washington. D.C., and ask questions by tele-
phone. Media coverage was encouraged. and
to facilitate the process a sample press release
was sent to each state for local distribution. The
day before the event, NEA videotaped inter-
views with Senator Edward Kennedy of Massa-
chusetts, House Speaker Thomas P. -Tip-
O'Neill, and Representative Carl Perkins of Ken-
tucky, Chairman of the House Education and
Lab, Committee. These tapes were telecast
during the video conference, turning a strategy
session into a newsworthy event.

On hand at the origination site were NFA
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officials, including its President, Lxecutive Di,
rectos. and Director of Government Relations.
ail of whom made presentations. NE....A repre-

sentatives from five states were frown to Wash-

ington before the teleconference, where a 10-

Min Litt' panel d1SCUSS1011 was taped and

subsequently edited to about three minutes.
The purpose of this segment. which was includ

eci in the piograrn. was to localize the issues
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and show that they weren't just a "Washington"
problem.

Karen Jaffe. an NEA communications spe-
believes press coverage of the telecon-

ference helped the organization lobby both in
Congress and on thP state level. Participants
generally had a positive reaction to the event.

and working coalitions for intended action ac-
tually were formed at some conference sites.
NEA was able to use a tape of the teleconfer
ence as a training tool for those not in

attendance.
The NFA video conference clearly wasn't

held primarily for publicity. but rat her to mobi

lize its constituency to action. But NLA wisely
seized the opportunity to gain valuable media
exposure. In many instances, nonprofit organi-
zations have employed similar strategies. using
fund-raisers, research projects. or almost any
other activity to generate media coverage. In-
deed. there are any number of ways to g,,terate

publicity using communications technology.
And an organization need not always, create a

bid splash. either, Usually, some steady ripples

will do just fine.
For those using communications technol-

ogy, the savings in time and money can be
dramatic. Producing its video conference took
less than two weeks and cost r'siT.:.A $45.000.

Jaffe estimates that to bring one or two people
together from each site for a conventional
meeting would have taken months to plan, and

figuring in expenses such as food. travel, and
lodging, would have cost more than $300.000,
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0 n September 15, 1921, the first regu-
lar broadcasting Dense was issued

by the federal government to a Massachu-
setts radio station. Sixty-two years later,
there are 4,848 AM radio stations on the air,
5,023 FM stations, 722 VHF TV stations,
and 579 UHF TV stations. We have coin:
munications satellites, subscription televi-
sion (SN), and low power television
(LPTV), which may eventually mean as
many as 4,000 additional over-the-air
broadcast stations. In short, there is no
dearth of broadcasting outlets and
services.

Nor is there a lack of interest in broad-
casting among the American public. Statis-
tics show that 98 percent of the nation's 81
million homes have television sets. In addi-
tion, there are an estimated 457.5 million
radio sets in use. The average home has
5.5 radios, while 95 percent of all autos are
radio-equipped.

Broadcasting is regulated by the Federal
Communications Commiision, which allo-
cates space in the radio spectrum for the
various services, assigns stations their
channel and power, and sees to it that li-
censees operate in accordance with pre-
scribed rules. Because broadcasters are
licensed to serve the public interest, the
Communications Act of 1934 specifies
that certain programming areas be ad-
dressed. There are political broadcasting
provisions, for example, which stipulate
that candidate for oublic office be afforded
equal opportunity to use the station. The
Fairness Doctrine requires that broadcast-
ers co..er important public issues and that
a station presenting a viewpoint on a con-
troversial topic offer a reasonable opportu-
nity for the presentation of opposing
viewpoints.

The FCC's interest extends beyond
commercial broadcasting. More than 615

channel assignments have been reserved
for noncommercial educational television,
and 20 FM radio freqUencies in each re-
gion available nationwide also have been
set aside for noncommercial purpose.

One important service authorized by the
FCC in 1955 is subsidiary communka-
tions authorizatioris (SCAs), used by many
public broadcasters and nonprofit groups
to provide reading se es for the blind.
SCAs allow extra inlimation, receivable
only on specially-equipped sets, to be
transmitted on unused portions of stan-
dard FM channels ( "subchannels"). SCAs
also are used commercially for services
such as Muzak and foreign-language pro-
gramming.

Most commecial broadcasters rely on
advertising revenues, rather than subscrib-
er tees. However, not all over-the-air televi-
sion is "free." At the end of 1982.
commercial broadcasters in 22 cities were
operating subscription television (SN) sta-
tions, pay TV services that transmit "scram-
bled" signals, which are deciphered by
special decoders on subscribers' sets.

One medium that has would -be licens-
ees looking toward both advertising and
pay TV is low power television (LPIV), an
over-the-air service with limited coverage
area. When the FCC authorized LPTV in
1982, it had thousands of applicantsin
cluding a substantial number of nonprofit
groupswaiting in the wings for stations.
Although the concept of LPN generated
considerable interest, the technology is
hardly new: LPTV *ations are nothing
more than tianslators, stations which until
this action had been permitted only to re-
broadcast signals of full-power stations to
rural areas, Now these low power stations,
whose signals can reach an average of 12
to 15 miles, are authorized to originate pro-
gramming as well.

; t.
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Public Education

S portly after the Federal Communications
Commission formally proposed low power

television service in September 1980, it was
deluged with thousands of applications from
established and would-be broadcasters. This,
after all, was the first new broadcast service
proposed by the Commission in nearly two
decades, and it not only meant an opportunity
to get on air, but to do so for a fraction of the
normal price. The FCC estimated, in fact, that
start-up costs for a 10-watt VHF low power sta-
tion. whose coverage area typically would ex-
tend over a 12-to-15-mile radius, could run as
low as $24,000. A one-kilowatt UHF station.
with a similar coverage area, might mean an
initial investment of only $82,000a far cry
from the $1.9 million average price tag to put a
full-service station on air.

The prospect of new broadcast licenses at-
tractee a wide variety of applicants, ranging
from the United Auto Workers to the Seminole
Tribe of Florida to the New York Public Interest
Research Center. Low power TV, it was thought,
could prove a special boon to nonprofit groups,
providing a potential new forum for the presen-
tation of their views. There was immediate talk,
for example, of a publit interest pi °cramming
coalition. (Its status is still uncertain.) The re

were plans for educational and community-ori-
ented programming, rebroadcasting of all-
news cable channels, and, if this service really
proved viable from an economic standpoint,
any number of programming options that
could effectively serve regions of the nation
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sorely in need of local media outlets.
If there were to be any debates about low

power in the coming months, as applicants
awaited an FCC decision on final authorization,
they certainly need not have focused on the
efficacy of the concept. Eagle Bend, Minnesota,
operating with an experimental low power TV
license, quickly put that 'question to rest,

But the tiny farming town of Eagle Bend took
low power a significant step further, merging it
with Instructional Television Fixed Services
(ITFS), a point-to-point microwave service. The
home-grown system, known as "Cornmuni-
casting,7 was designed as an adjunct to tradi-
tional classroom education; it also was
envisioned as an alternative to the limited TV
and radio programming in the area, none of
which was originated locally. The Eagle Bend
system connects three school districts, offering
courses to students in each location via two-
way interactive television. The main studio anti,
low power broadcast equipment is located in a
portable classroom adjacent to the Eagle Bend
school, while the other two schools are
equipped with ITFS transmitters, color moni-
tors. microphones. and other equipment need-
ed to send and receive TV signals. Classes
originating at the Eagle Bend school are sent
via the low power station to classrooms in the
other schools and the community at large. The
remote schools beam their signals to Eagle
Bend via ITFS, allowing the TV teacher to see
and hear each of the remote sites on color
monitors. When classes originate from one of
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the remote sites, the ITFS signal is transmitted
to Eagle Bend, and then routed to the other
locations. In addition, the signal is broadcast
live f6r the entire community on Eagle Bend's
low power station, dHF Channel 45, whose cov-
erage area extends about 20 miles in all

directions.
The Eagle Bend prototype demonstrates

how technologies can be merged .tor local edu-
cational purposeswhether in or out of the
classroom, In addition to ITFS and low power
television, the system relies heavily on the use
of small format video equipment (a portable
half-inch videocassette recorder and 4 $2,800
Sony camera) to tape special events. School
administrators would like to add other pro-
gramming options, such as House oh Repre-
sentatives coverage on the Cable Satellite
Public Affairs Network (C-SPAN). The purchase
of a receive-only satellite earth 'station is now
being examined.

Eagle Bend School principal Richard Lund-
gren, the qation's Program Director, says the
Contmunicasting system was designed to
serve both educational and community needs
through instructional, educational, informa-
tional, and general-interest programming.

The instructional advantages were immedi-
ately realized: because there weren't enough
students in any of the schools to justify hiring a
foreic; nguage or art teacher, those subjects
had L. excluded from the curriculum. But
now, a German teacher in one school and an

In the classroom at Eagle Bend.
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art teacher in a neighboring school can teach
students in all three locations. And if a student is
home ill, he can watch the class on television
and communicate with the teacher via

telephone.
There are obvious applications for other

areas of interest as Nye! I: Lundgren says enough
tapes are available, from the Public Broadcast-
ing Service and other program producers. to
warrant expanding the schedule to seven-day-
a-week programming. Meanwhile, one com-
munity resident has volunteered to produce a
local talk show, and a crew of 50 student volun-
teers, along with a few adults, help fill the cur-
rent five-dzy-a-week. I 4-hour-a-day schedule
with such fare as local football and basketball
games. The schedule also includes college-lev-
el classes for area residents.

Because the technology provides great flexi-
bility, it offers a number of other options. The
easiest, Lundgren says, is to add more schools
to the system; if any of the dozen or so institu-
tions in surrounding counties wanted to partici-
pate., in the classes, they could do so by
purchasing the ITFS transmitting and receiving
equipment. Ultimately. Lundgren says, he's
hoping to see a statewide network in place, an
idea that already has been proposed to the state
legislature.

The Eagle Bend project is just one example
of how existing and emerging media are being
combined to enhance traditional techniques of
public education, In some cities, systems have
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been fashioned by established institutions for
in-school purposes; in other areas, nonprofit
organizations are creating systems that aim in-
stead at serving the community at large. Some-

times the two overlap: academic systems serve

the needs of the entire community, or at least

are capable of doing so.

Special Strategies

The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation,
which makes grants to improve health care in
the United States, was looking for a way to sup-
plement the efforts of its grantees on an on-
going basis. Foundation officials, well aware of
the impact of television, also knew of the inter-
est of TV producers in health-related subjects.
Television, they decided, was the most appro-
priate technology for their purposes, and dis-
cussions resulted in a cooperative relationship
with WCVB-TV in Boston and a nationally syn-
dicated magazine-type health program.

The foundation views this partnership with
the station as an ideal relationship. It is able to
offer the station ideas and sources it wouldn't
otherwise know about. This, in turn, benefits
foundation grantees, whose work is receiving
valuable exposure. Everyone, it seems. comes
out aheadincluding the viewer.

Another Boston-based experiment that
made innovative use of over-the-air technology
for local educational purposes was initiated in
August 1982 by WGBH-TV, the city's public
television station. The 11-month experiment,
called SCOOP, brought a teletext service de-
signed primarily for high-school students to
more than a dozen SlLeS in and around Boston,
including Boston University and the Massociiu-
setts Institate of Technology,. seven area high
schools, a public library, the Museum of SO
ience, and, for a time, Bloomingdaire's depart-
ment store.

Teletext is a o way broadcast service that
allows viewers us. la a special keypad to re-
quest specific "pages" of informatory for dis-
play on their TV screens. In this cage, news,
sports, weather, and specia' interest stories
were culled primarily from thr. Associated Press
wire, supplemented with oche: material, and
updated regularly from 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Project Manager Chelley Isaacson points out
two important benefits: students not only had
access to a source of news geared exclusively
for them, but they often had an opportunity to
write for the service, which helped sharpen their
composition skills. On a day that the federal
budget proposals were the major news item, for
example, SCOOP's financial section featured a
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two-page story on how they would affect the
nation's youth. Students, working with teachers

in their classrooms, helped write the stories. "M

a classroom vehicle, it has stimulated interest,"
Isaacson says. "It turns into a vocabulary dis-
cussion, or a discussion of how to write."

In New York City, New York University's Alter-

nate Media Center (AMC) also produces a one-
way text servicethis one geared for the entire
communitythat adds cable television to the

media mix.
The Apple Bytes project, funded by the Rev-

son Foundation and inaugurated in February

1982, is an innovative community information
service that carries everything from job open-
ings and news items to upcoming events and

editorials via the city's local cable system. Using

an Apple II Plus microcomputer, approximately
150 "pages" of text and/or graphics (the equiv-

alent of a 15-minute "slide" show) are sent di-

rectly to Manhattan Cable's "headend" for
distribution to cable subscribers. A typical pro-

gram, transmitted 10 times during a weekday
and four times on a week-end day, is com-
posed of about a dozen stories. Before each

story, which typically is three to 20 pages in
length (with 10 to 15 words on a page), the
contributing organization is identified by its
logo. Page changes are pre-timed: the length
and content of a page determines the time it will

remain on the screen. The fastest interval is
three seconds. If there is material to copy
names and telephone nambers, for example
a page will stay up on the screen longer.

Information is delivered to the Apple Bytes
headquarters from the participating communi-

ty organizations either in person or by mail.
There, AMC's staff formats the information on

an Apple computer, graphics are added, and it
all is stored in the computer. The text is then put

on the Apple ByteF electronic bulletin board,

where it can be accessed and checked for ac-
curacy by participating organizations using
their own terminals. It then is transmitted to
Manhattan Cable.

Rea Bums, Director of the Alternate Media
Center, expects that AMC's experiences will
pave the way for other cable systems. Now that
AMC has created an operating manual, she

says, anyone can follow suit. "The cable system
or a community group could do it," she adds. "It

just depends where the push is."
Public access centers offer other opportuni-

ties to else cable television for local educational
purposes. In some cities, access studios are
operated by the local cable companies; in other

areas, they're separate facilities, funded and
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In some cities, systems have
been fashioned by established

institutions for in-school
purposes; in other areas,

nonprofit organizations are
creating systems that aim

instead at sewing the
community at large.

managed by a school, library, or community
organization.

In many recent franchise agreements, cable
operators have agreed to provide cities with ful-

ly equipped access centers. In some cases, the

centers are managed by nonprofit organiza-
tions. which staff them and help produce and
schedule programming. Funding for commu-
nity access centers may come from cable com-
panies, local governments, or from businesses

and foundations.
In Frankfort, Kentucky, where a 30-year-old

cable system recently was upgraded from 12 to

20 channels, the access channel has carried
everything from an interview show hosted by a

right to life group to a show on transcendental
meditation. A local accountant moderates a
call-in show with local politicians, and a weekly
information show geared for senior citizens
regularly deals with such subjects as Social Se-

curity benefits and crime prevention.
In Knoxville, Tennessee, an ambitious public

access center has compiled more than 1,500
programs in its tape library --a mixture of local
politics, arts, sports, religion, health, and just
about anything and everything else. Char.

20, producing programming from the parish
hou$,' of a local church since 1975, is funded

pri, irily by the church in which it is housed

and the city of Knoxville.
Channel 20 illustrates just how effective a

community access center can be, and high-
lights the opportunities afforded nonprofit or-
ganizations. In Knoxville, any organization can
produce programming for Channel 20, pro-
vided representatives of the group complete a
four-session workshop that teaches the funda-
mentals of lighting, using a camera, and the
like. A typical access center may have only a

handful of ongoing series: in Knoxville, where

some series have been running as long as five
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years, 26 different organizations contribute reg-
ular programs to the 47-hour-a-week schedule.

There is, for example, Healthline, a half-hour
program sponsored by the Knoxville Medical
Auxiliary, an organization of physicians'

spouses. The format of the weekly show is
straightforward: a member of the organization
interviews a local physician on a medical topic.
Other health-related shows include an 11-part
series produced by the Kidney Foundation,
half-hour programs on mental health produced
by the local Mental Health Association, and
tapes produced by the East Tennessee Heart
Association. The Knoxville City Arts Council has
produced series, as has a local university, the

area Women's Center, and the Office on Aging.
Station manager Peggy Gilbertson says that
while a number of nonprofit groups in the
Knoxville area do not have the time or staff to
produce their own programs, they do take the
opportunity to have their professionals or vol-
unteers appear on Channel 20 talk shows.

Despite the abundance of available video-
tapes, access center programming rarely finds

its way to channels in other cities. Some local
access coordinators would rather not use an-
other city's programming: they maintain that all
programming should be indigenous. Others,
however, would be happy to use appropriate
material from neighboring or distant centers,

but a system of cataloguing and distributing the
tapes has yet to be developed. Some attempts
have been made to "bicycle" tapes from one
center to another, but little has come of it. When

, the tapes have been centrally catalogued so
that centers know what's available at any 9,4en

time, and when the centers have access to sat-

ellite downlinks for networking purposes, tape

distribution plans among community access
centers will be more successful. One "network"
already in place to help promote such sharing
arrangements is the National Federation of Lo-

cal Cable Programmers, based in Washington,
D.C., which has been a leading voice in promot-

ing community access programming.

Beyond The Town Boundaries

In November 1982, a local group in New
York City began producing /Yews & Views, a
weekly half-hour public affairs program, for
Manhattan Cable's Channel D. There is, of

course, nothing remarkable about that: Chan-
nel D is a public access channel, the natural
home on many cable systems for such
programming.

But the following January, this group, known

as the Not-For-Profit Network, toppled the bar-
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Knoxville's Channel 20 produces a wide variety of community access wogramming.

viers that traditioney had confined access
channel inhabitants to the city limits. Using a
half-hour of satellite time, the network beamed
its show on union organizing of clerical work-
ers, "Is Equitable Really Equitable ?," to more
than 100 cable systems nationwide. The Not-
For-Profit Network now hopes to go national on
a regular basis, providing a forum for issues of
national interest that routinely are ignored in
other media.

The key to this distribution scheme is leasing
satellite time on an ad hoc basis. But there are
other factors, too. Specifically, how does one
interest cable systems in the programming?
Simply securing satellite time is no guarantee
that a cable system will carry the show. And it
the programming never makes it to the audi-
ence, the fees paid for satellite time obviously
could have been better spent.

To avoid such difficulties, the Not-For-Profit
Network plans to make use of specialized mail-
ing lists to attract attention to as forthcoming
shows. An organization involved in a produc-
tion, says the networks Ingrid Arnesen, is likely
to have a usable mailing list that can help to
target specific cities or entire areas of the coun-
try where the show might generate interest. In
addition, her organization has its own lists of
contacts at cable companies.

But the ideal situation, Arnesen says, would

t.

be to have a regularly scheduled satellite time
slot (that is being investigated), obviating the
problems associated with creating an ad hoc
network for each show. In the meantime, the
network is continuing with its productions.
When it has a substantial tape library, it plans to
try to distribute the tapes. 'We set up this net-
work to create a container of time, so issues
that need coverage can reach a larger audi-
ence," Arnesen says. The network, she notes, is
simply a distribution vehicle; any nonprofit
group can propose an idea, and if the subject
matter seems right (i,e it it has national ramifi-
cations, even though it may be a local issue),
the network may agree to produce and distrib-
ute it.

The Washington-based Close Up Founda-
tion also has begun to use satellites effectively
for cross-country educational purposes. For
more than decade, Close Up has brought
thousands of high-school students to the na-
tion's capital for a week-long seminar on gov-
ernment. For the last two years, Close Up also
has brought a bit of government to those stu-
dents unable to travel to Washington. By using
a network of cable television systems, Close
Up's programs are made accessible to hun-
dreds of thousands of studentsyoung and
old.

Close Up uses the facilities of the Cable Sat-
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When the Close Up Foundation beams its programming to cable television systems. it

uses the facilities of the Cable Satellite Public Affairs Network (C-SPAN). Now available in

more than 1 1
million cable homes and schools across the country, C-SPAN provides

round-the-dock, seven-day-a-week programming. The staple of the C-SPAN program

schedule is live. gavel-to-gavel coverage of the proceedings of the House of Representa-

tives: the network also provides live and taped coverage of Cons;ressional and regulatory

hearings, political conventions, key speeches, conferences, and meetings in Washington,

D.C.
On the air since March 1979, C-SPAN is an extraordinary idea: there usually is no

running commentary or analysis, but rather unedited proceedings. What you see is what

you get. .TWo national telephone call-in shows are part of the schedule. and in 1984 it plans

to offer for the first time gavel-to-gavel coverage of the national political conventions.
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ellite Public Affairs Network (C-SPAN). The C-
SPAN audience (see box) is, perhaps, ready-
made for Close Up, which has a regular
Thursday morning time slot on the network.
One Close Up series, "Issues for the '80s," has a
simple format: two prominent speakers with
opposing points of view offer their opinions on
a pertinent issue. Questions are taken from the
studio and ence, which consists of teachers
who accompanied their students to Washing-
ton, as well as from viewers calling in from
and the country. With selected shows, a
"g00" number telephone survey is conducted
to sample the national audience. (The 900
number is a special service of AT&T that costs
callers 50 cents per call.) One telepoli, for ex-
ample, asked this question"In general, do
you approve of President Reagan's policies
over the last two years?"and logoeci 660 calls
in 40 minutes.

A National Town Meeting

In the fall of 1982, nearly 10,000 people par-
ticipated in a structured series of local discus-
sions focusing on inflation, jobs and
productivity, and Social Security. The National
Issues Forums, sponsored by the Domestic

1

IP

For the last two years, Close Up
has brought a bit of government

to those students unable to
travel to Washington. By using a

network of cable television
systems, Close Up's programs

are made accessible to
hundreds of thousands of
studentsyoung and old.

Policy Association and funded by the Kettering
Foundation, attracted participants to meetings
at 145 sites in 16 states.

The sessions were designed to be like town
meetings: the three selected issues were dis-
cussed and debated, opinions aired, solutions
proposed. Participants were given a study guide
to read that paralleled discussions, and were
asked to complete questionnaires on the issues
both before and after the meetings. Those un-
able to attend the meetings were asked to re-

41160 4111 Mt Vij

Close Op sessions in Washington are carried on cable systems across the country.
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Participants in the National Issues Forum
were asked to cast their ballots.

turn the questionnaires after reading the study
guide.

In Columbus, Ohio, a twist was added to the
meetings: a one-hour panel discussion was vi-
deotaped and, over 10 days, aired six times on
the local cable system. Viewers were alerted in
advance by public service announcements that
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a study guide was available, and their participa-
tion was invited.

The forums were intended to serve as the
beginning of a regular series to be conducted
by the Domestic Policy Association. In 1983,
education, nuclear defense, and federal bud-
geting are the issues planned for the National
Issues Forums.

In February 1983, with the first year's local
forums concluded, a two-day national confer-
ence of policymakers was held to discuss the
issues and to hear reports from representatives
of the local sessions. The First Presidential Li-
brary Conference on the Public and Public Poli-
cy was held at the Gerald R. Ford Presidential
Library in Ann Arbor, Michigan to bring togeth-
er policymakers and a number of citizens who
had participated in the forums. During the con-
ference, pollster Daniel Yankelovich reported to
the assembled policyrnakers on the results of
the questionnaire survey that had been com-
pleted by local forum participants.

Also on hand to address the conference were
former Presidents Gerald Ford and Jimmy
Carter. Looking on in more than a dozen cities
were forum participants, who were connected
to the opening session through a video telecon-
ference funded by the Benton Foundation.
From Memphis to Tacoma, groups of people
who had taken part in the local forums could
look in on the national proceedings. And
through a telephone hook-up, questions could
be called in to the conference. By enabling local
forum attendees to "participate" in the national
meeting, the video conference demonstrated
the potential of the new communications tech-
nologies to enhance public involvement in the
consideration of critical policy issues.
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ideotex is the generic term for systems
V that allow users to select "pages" of
electronically transmitted text, sometimes
with graphics, for viewing on a standard
television set. There are two major forms of
videotex: teletext, which is one-war and vi-
deotext, which is interactive. In addition-to
systems that allow subscribers access to
hundredseven thousandsof pages of
material, examples of videotex include cap-
tioning services for the hearing impaired
and "on-line" database services like Com-
puServe or The Source.

It is expected that perhaps half of all
American homes will be able to receive
some sort of videotex service by the end of
this century, These systems-will bring into
our living rooms such services as electron-
ic delivery of newspapers and magazines,
at-home banking and shopping, electronic
mail, and direct access to hundreds of data
bases,

A simple version of teletext, provided by
dozens of cable television systems across
the country, has been available for more
than a decade. On these channels, updated
news and weather summaries continually
scroll across the screen; viewers can't call
up specific information on these "electron-
ic newspapers," though, but rather must
wait for it to appear on the screen. Viewers
may have to watch for several minutes to
catch the latest baseball scores or updated
weather forecast.

More than 20 broadcast licensees have
experimented with teletext, which usually
offers up to 200 cycling pages of informa-
tion. Ordinarily, teletext signals are trans-
mitted through a largely unused portion of
a standard television signal called the verti-
cal blanking interval (VW. The sole use of
the VBI until recently has been to aiii3O the
electronic gun, which creates the pkture
inside the television. Subscribers use a spe-

cial keypad attached to the TV set to signal
which pages they wish to call out of the
cycling stream of information for display
on the screen.

It also is possible to deliver teletext using
a full channel of a cable system or a low
power television station, offering subscrib-
ers thousands of pages of information rath-
er than the 100 to 200 available using the
VBI. In one test that started late in 1982,
round-the-ckick teletext is transmitted via
satellite for delivery on full cable channels.

Videotext uses two-way cable channels
or telephone lines in conjunction with so-
phisticated computers to make virtually
unlimited amounts of information available
to subscriber& But it is the interactive lea-
tures or videotextservices such as home
banking and "teleshopping"that make it
so attractive. With teletext, a subscriber
could search a limited database for the
best buys on an item. But with interactive
videotext, that same subscriber could not
only find eie best buys, but pay for the mer-
chandise and transfer funds from his bank
account to cover the transaction.

Similarly, videotext systems offer ideal
research support services. Up -to -the-min=
ute news is available by searching wire-ser-
vice computers; information from
publications like the Federal RegIster'can
be easily found. And one can gain access
to an increasing number of special interest
databaseseverything from House and
Senate committee schedules to corporate
profilesusing services like, The Source.

it is expected that videotext v_41: be a $5-
billion to $10-billion business by the end of
this decade, and a number of major com-
munications companies, including the
New York Times Company, Times Mirror,
CBS, and AT&T have been involved with
testsusing both cable and telephone
lines for transmission.
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Consensus Building
& Advocacy

Consensus
building and issue advocacy

have long been the raison detre of many
nonprofit organizations, but few, it seems, have
strayed from such traditional courses as ews-
letters or direct mail solicitations. Re .:ently,
however, some have experimented successful-
ly with new technologiesor new uses of exist-
ing technologies. What can be learned from
their experiences?

The telephone is a good place to begin.
Automated taped message (ATM) systems,
used effectively for fund-raising, also are being
employed successfully in advocacy campaigns.
Using an eight-line ATM system, an organiza
tion can reach about 800 homes an hour with a
30-second message. These can be timely legis-
lative alerts or pre-notification of forthcoming
letters. Such systems, of course, should be
used with sensitivity and restraint so that tt-.4
do not end up annoying the very people one is
trying to attract.

The telephone can work the other way as
well: an organization can establish a toll-free
incoming "800" number that delivers a record-
ed message. Just as they would with an answer-
ing machine, a caller wanting additional
information can leave his name and address on
a tape that follows the recorded message.

Of course a telephone message may not re-
quire any reply. Some organizations, in fact,
have regularly scheduled taped announce-
ments which their members or the news media
can access by telephone.

Every Friday afternoon, for example, the
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League of Women Voters records a new mes-
sage for its answer-only tape machine. League
positions on key issues are detailed, and strate-
gies are outlined. The tape makes clear that the
message is intended forLeague members only,
and not for use by the broadcast media.

"This week'S action items are on ERA, clean
air, and jabs legislation," one tape said.

"First ERA. N.J. Res. 1, the Equal Rights
Amendment, now has 235 co-sponsors; 290
votes are needed to pass. On the Senate side,
we have fifty-six co-sponsors for S.J. Res. 10,
the Equal Rights Amendment; sixty-seven
votes are required for passage. Both H.J. Res. l-
and Si. Res. 10 have been referred to their
respective Judiciary committees. The upcom-
ing February 10 report from the Hill contains a
complete list of co-sponsors. Please contact
your Members of Congress and urge them to
co-sponsor the Equal Rights Amendment."

On the other side of town, another phone
system, whose message is changed daily,
sounds something like this:

it's Friday, February 25, and this is Washing-
ton Dial, an information service of the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States.

"The House and Senate took few significant
actions this week, but that didn't mean things
were quiet on the Hill. There were numerous
developments in committees and behind the
scenes...."

Answer-only tape machines are inexpensive,
and they offer a simple way to reach large num-
bers of pAo2le quickly. Reporters can be en-



couraged to call these systems for items of
interest, making them a good way to promote
an organization's position.

Over-the-air Strategies

One of the most ambitious advocacy pro-
jects using new media is The American Busi-
ness Network (Biz Net), a satellite-delivered
service launched by the U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce in 1982. Housed at an elaborate, state-
of-the-art facility in its Washington
headquarters, Biz Net was designed to give the
Chamber a nationwide platform to promote the
business point of view on national issues.

The Chamber already had a head start. Its
syndicated weekly television show, Its Your
BUSitle.Sti, airs in about 100 markets, and its
weekly radio series, What's Thu, issue?, is car-
ried by the Mutual Broadcasting Syftem net
work. But while those programs are intended
for a wide audience, Biz Net is available only to
subscribers who pay an annual fee for the ser-
vice and are outfitted with satellite-receiving

earth stations. Biz Net subscribers generally in-
clude local chambers and large corporations.
Five days a week, Biz Net offers subscribers
business and political news, Congressional tes
timony, and interviews with newsmakers. Be
yond its programming capacity, though, BizNE
also is used for teleconferencing. A business or
political leader, for instance, can field questions
via telephone from those watching. Or if a small
group of subscribers requests information
about a certain topic, a show might be broad-
cast j.ist to that group, rather than to the whole
network.

The Washington, D.C.-based Population Ac-
tion Council looked to traditional broadcasting
for grass-roots organizing. The group enlisted
the help of some well-known personalities, in-
cluding Charlton Heston and Beatrice Arthur,
for a series of public service announcements.
The 30-second radio spots focused on the
problems associated with overpopulation, and
gave an address to write to for more informa-
tion. Those writing received information about

The Chamber of Commerce's 71/ show, It's Your Business, is produced in the BizNet studios.

.
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the issue and the Population Action Council,
but no appeals for donations.

The campaign was designed only to bolster

the organization's grass-roots efforts, says an
offical of the group. It was not a fundraising
effort. The goal was to find 75 people in every
Congressional district who would be available
from time to time to telephone their Congres-
sional representatives about pending legisla-
tion. Existing membership lists were analyzed,
and tapes of the PSAs, along with an explana-

tory letter, were sent to stations in targeted
areas. The PSAs were well received, and the
group subsequently began planning a televi-
sion campaign that wir use the same audio with

a photo of the person delivering the message.
The one possible drawback of PSA campaigns,
of course, is that organizations have little con-
trol over what stations actually will air the spots
or when they will be aired.

Radio also has been used by the SANE Edu-
cation Fund, whose primary concern is the nu-

clear arms race. In November 1972, the
..hapter of SANE began produc-

ing a radio show at the local public radio sta-
tion. By 1980, ansider the Alternatives, the
magazine-format interview show offered free to
stations, was airing in about 500 markets. Its
big boost had come after the organization
joined a network that sends regular mailings to
stations listing available programming. In addi-

tion to Consider the Alternatives. the SANE
Education Fund produced a number of spe-
cials, including a 13-part series in 1980 on the

effects of living with the nuclear bomb. That
series drew considerable interest and attention,
and approximately 700 stations aired it.

"That told us we could no longer afford our
success," says Steve Shick, Executive Director
of the SANE Education Fund, "The tape was
too expensive to give away. We decided to
move to paid syndication."

Many stations were unwilling to pay the two-

dollar cost for the showll however, nor were
many willing to pay five dollars a week for a
daily, two-minute spot called Insights, which
debuted in the fall of 1982. Syndication
dropped from 500 to about 150 stations, al-
though the program now is aired in nearly all of

the top 80 radio markets.
One particular problem, Shick says, is lack of

funds for promotion. The show has been well
received and has few peers in terms of public
interest-oriented radio programming. But be-

cause there is so much "free" programming
available, stations appear reluctant to pay for

SANE's series.
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Eventually, Shick says, SANE would like to

return to free distribution. One recently imple-
mented plan that may help accomplish that is

an incoming "800" phone number announced
at the end of each program. The phone line
enables SANE staff to explain goals of the
organization to callers, and this has been trans-

lated into new memberships. It also is showing

promise as a fundraising tool: about one hun-
dred people a week are calling SANE and
buying a packet of literature. Also for sale are
copies of the organization's radio shows.

Look For The Union Label
Organized labor has been well out in the I.2ad

in its use of new communications teetinology

for consensus-building. In the summer of
1982, a coalition of unions sponsored a video
conference intended to mobilize public opinion
against a constitutional amendment for a bal-
anced budget. Information packets were dis-
tributed to field workers in advance, and
questions were phoned in from all eleven sites.

Those participating saw and heard union and
political leaders, and specific plans were out-

lined for lobbying strategies and petition drives
that would begin the following week. The medi-

um allowed the coalition to reach, respond to,
and mobilize members very rapidly.

In early 1983, the Postal Workers Union ar-
ranged a 50-site video conference with more
than 4,000 participants. The union etas con-

cerned about proposals to bring its members
into the Social Security system. and it was gear-

ing up for a large lobbying effort. Those who
attended received information packets that in-
cluded explanations of the proposals, sample
letters to legislators, voting records of every
Member of Congress, and the like. Because of

the unique reach of a single media event, the
union was able to coordinate a national grass-

roots campaign that would bolster its other me-

dia efforts..
Perhaps the most elaborate event of this sort

was staged by the United Steelworkers of Amer-

ica in September 1982, which transformed its
constitutional convention in Atlantic City into a
multi-site teleconference. The purpose of the
video conference was to voice displeasure with
federal policies and to mobilize unemployed
union members, many of whom could not af-
ford to attend the convention. Using teleconfer-

encing technology, the convention was

brought to them.
What was especially ambitious about this te-

leconference was that the 18 receive sites
primarily union hays had transportable satel-
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lite earth stations brought in for the event. Foul

or five stationary cameras recorded proceed-
ings in the convention center, while one camera
row-id the floor. At the receive sites, where local
unions had organized "mini-conventions," par-
ticipants watched on seven-by-ten-foot projec-

tion TV screens. Everything about the two-hour
teleconference, including phone calls from
sympathetic political candidates, was well
staged. Pre-produced video inserts were used,

and the signal was fed directly to maior news
organizations. It was highly motivationaland
it was highly successful. "The site coordinators
didn't know a satellite dish from a serving dish
before they started," says one union official. But

a post-teleconference evaluation meeting
found all coordinators enthusiastic about the
concept and reedy to do it again.

Another over-the-air option being eyed in
some quarters as an advocacy tool is low power
television. Finding time for programming on

established television stations often is difficult
or costly. But because low power stations can
be put on air and maintained for far less than
full-power stations, a number of nonprofit orga-
nizations have applied for licenses to operate
them. The United Auto Workers, for example,
has applied to the FCC for a string of stations in

a number of states. A network of this sort would
give the union a valuable forum for the presen-
tation of its ideas.

Whether the CAW will get the opportunity to

put these stations on aft is still uncertain, be-
cause the Federal Communications Commis-
sion has thousands of applications to process,
and in most cases there are competing appli-
cants for each frequency.

Labor also is betting that cable television will

prove an ideal medium for the delivery of their
message. One reason is that, in many locations,
there are unused channelscommodities in
short supply in broadcast television. Another
reason is that cable TV is well-suited for "nar-
rowci.sting." its multiple channels making spe-
cial-interest programming feasible.

The Labor Institute of Public Affairs (LIPA) is

the arm of the AFL -CIO looking to bring advo-
cacy programming to cable TV. Recognizing
the power of the media as an organizing tool,
the AFL -CIO's Board of Directors gave LIPA a
clear mandate: Give the labor movement "a
permanent, consistent, visible, and effective
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voice in the electronic media." One way LIPA
plans to go about accomplishing that is with the

Labor Cable Channel.
IPA expects to identify two pilot cable mar-

kets and begin programming in the fall of 1983.
Pilot markets must have both a large pool of
potential viewer and a cable system that is
receptive to the idea. Local production com-
panies will be formed in those cities. with the
intention of cablecasting one hour of program-
ming five nights a week. Some of the material
will be produced by the local units, while some
will come from the national headquarters in
Washington. Plans also call for selling advertis-

ing to support operations.
There is no secret about what LIPA hopes to

accomplish with the Labor Cable Channel: or-
ganization officials see it as an educational, ad-
vocacy, and organizing vehicle. They predict
the channel will be of interest to union mem-
bers, but also hope it will help educate the gen-
eral public about unions. If the tests in the first
two markets are successful, LIPA hopes to ex-
pand to 30 or more markets in 1984.

Although the use of new technologies for

purposes of grassroots organizing is relatively
new, labor officials believe these media will be-

come permanent fixtures in advocacy cam-
paigns. The reason, says one LIPA official, is
that consensus building and advocacy will no
doubt remain of major interest to unions and
nonprofit orenizations, and events such as
teleconferences, which have proven successful,
undoubtedly will generate enthusiasm. "It all
gets down to how important it is to the people
doing it" she adds.
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IN0FOCUS

T hree decades- after cable television's
rather quiet beginnings, the United

States appears well on its way to truly be-
coming a wired nation. Recent estimates
put the number of cable subscribers at 25
million to 30 million (30 to 35 percent of a
projected 833 million television house-
holds), while cable is estimated to be avail-
able to about 60 percent of all television
households.

The numbers continue to grow. Many of
the nation's major urban centers are finally
having cable systems built, while other
cities are in various stages of the franchis-
ing process. In addition, many of the older,
smaller systemsmost often, 12 chan-
nelsare being upgraded. As this occurs,
cable systems that were limited to improv-
ing reception of nearby TN stations and im-
porting distant broadcast signals will be
able to carry a plethora of new services.

Cable operators are required by the FCC
to carry local television signals on their sys-
tems (they need not carry low power TV
stations, however), and may further offer
subscribers such options as distant broad-
cast signals, sate:lite-delivered pay pro-
gramming, in-studio productions, or
videotex. All programming, no matter what
the original source, is delivered to stAkscrib-
ers from the "headend"the master con-
trol center of the cable system. From the
headend, the signal is sent to subscribers'
homes via a series of overhead or under-
ground coaxial cables, each of which can
carry up to 50 or more television signals
(although 20 or 30 is more common) and
the entire FM band. The coaxial cable dif-
fers greatly from the copper wire that
brings telephone service into the home.
The signal-carrying capacity of coaxial ca-
ble is aproximately 225,000 times greater
than the telephone wire. The cable delivery
network resembles a river and its tributar-

les: a "trunk cable" leaves the headend,
"feeder cables" move the signal into dis-
tinct areas, and a "drop cable" brings the
signal into the subscriber's home. Along
the way, a series of amplifiers help maintain
signal strength. In the home, a special con-
verter, which acts like a standard TV tuner,
feeds the .channels into your television set
for viewing.

More specialized cable systems also are
a possibility - -an option favored by some
universities. The simpler of these systems
may only connect a series of classrooms;
the more elaborate compare favorably with
sophisticated municipal systems.

But institutions need not have their own
specialized systems to avail themselves of
the advanteiges of cable. Cable is regulated
in large part by local and state govern-
ments, which have the power to grant fran-
chises. Franchise agreements often
stipulate that schools and public buildings
be wired by the cable operator. Franchises

'also may provide for educational, local
government, library, or public access chan-
nels. They thus give the entire community
opportunity to use the system

As a municipality considers the award of
a cable franchise, would-be franchisees
now routinely offer such services as fully
equipped public access centers to burglar
and fire alarm capabilities, and one hun-
dred-plus channel systems. Perhaps the
most sought-after option, though, is two-
way capability, which allows signals to trav-
el both from the headend to the user and
the user to the headend. Two-way interac-
tive communications allows for options
such as viewer poiliiig and energy monitor-
ing devices. Wamer-Amex's interactive
CX.IBE cable system, first built in Colum-
bus, Ohio in 1977, has generated consider-
able interest, and other cities are now
looking to follow suit.
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Research & Dissemination

arty in the 1970s, the American Enterprise

La Institute, a Washington, D.C. research insti-
tution (known popularly as a "think tank"), reg-
ularly sponsored small seminars with experts in

particular disciplines. Someone finally suggest-
ed that if the seminars were filmed for televi-
sion, the discussions could be of value to a
much broader audience, especially in the aca-
demic arena. What evolved was a 90-minute
program that included discussions among
panelists and questions from an invited audi-
ence. Journalists, government officials, and in-
dustry leaders were on hand in the studio, and

the panelists represented all points of view.
Public Policq Forum produced lively debate,
and a few television stations began to carry the

monthly show.
When former CBS News reporter John Daly

was brought in as moderator, interest in-
creased. The program was shortened to one
hour, and AEI successfully syndicated it in the

top television markets. The shows had no par-
ticuiar "news peg," but rather were meant to be

timely for as long as two years. A radio version
also was produced, and AS sent broadcasters
a catalogue of available programs. Over a two-
year period, some programs were shown as
many as 600 -Imes: es many as 12,000 radio
and TV tape.,, were sent to stations in a single

year.
Because of the expense of producing the se-

ries ( $750,000 a year), Public Policy Forum
was canceled in March 1982, although occa-
sional specials have been produced. AEI would
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like to produce a regular series again, but a
spokesman says costs may dictate a half-hour
showdespite the protests of some stations
and universities, who maintain that the hour-
long format is better for fully exploring a
subject.

There are, of course, other strategies for col-
lecting and disserninatinl research by means
of communications and information technol-
ogies. Through a combination of telephones
and computers, for example. research reports
can be updated continually and made available
to wider audienies.Consicier a recent project of

.the Center for '2.` earning and Telecommunica-
tions, a program of the American Association
for Higher Education in Washington, D.C. Early

in 1983, the Center published Merging Learn-
ers' Needs Through Telecommunications: A
Directory and Guide to Programs. The 262 -
page resource book (available from AAHE) fo-
cuses on current educational applications of
telecommunications technologies by 70 post-
secondary organizations, including colleges,
consortiums, associations, and nonprofit
groups.

For nearly three years, the Center had pub-
lished a bimonthly newsletter. Miescan, that

highlights trends in telecommunications,
sources of information, and abstracts of note-
worthy newspaper, magazine, and journal arti-
cles. The Center had accumulated
considerable information on books, research
documents, programs, and funding sources,
but there had been enough room to print only a
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portion of it in Telescan, The flow of informa-
tion, the staff found, was increasing rapidly, with
new and important developments becoming
almost routine. The best way to make all this
information easily and readily available, Center
officials decided, was to create a computer
database.

The Center was founded in July 1980 with
support from the Carnegie Corporation of New
York. In January 1983, it began a six-month
pilot program to offer Telescan subscribers
telephone access to a computer-based inquiry
service. Two afternoons each week, subscrib-
ers could phone in requests for searches, which
were handled ,, the staff. A typical search, free
to Telescan subscribers during this pilot pro-
gram, yields book and article citations, confer-
ence and workshop proceedings, contacts at
appropriate organizations, and knowledgeable
resource persons. Following the search, the
staff reviews the printouts, adds comments and
suggestions, and, within ooe week, mails the
results and any other available supporting ma-
terial to the subscriber.

A system of this soil has enormous advan-
tages. For one thiri, it provides access to a fully
cross- referenced database that can be virtually
unlimited in size and scope. Retrieval of infor-
mation is fast and efficient, new information is
easily added to the database, and there is no lag
time between the receipt of new information by
the Center and its availability for widespread
ciissemination. It is, in short, a better way of

doing business.
Indeed, the advent of new information tech-

nologies has the potential to make the acquisi-
tion of information for all types of organizations
simpler and less expensive. Rapid dissemina-
tion of that research also is an easier task, as
new information or research reports can be
made available to targeted audiences virtually
moments after it has been received or devel-
oped by an organization. Much of this progress
is attributable to computers, which can "talk to"
one another. A national organization, for exam-
ple, can make its continuously updated cong-
puter databases available to its state and
regional chapters for the price of a phone call.
important legislative and regulatory notices,
culled from wire-service reports and special-
interest databases on other computers, can be
stored in "electronic mailboxes" or posted on
"computer bulletin boards" for members to
read. Research can be more comprehensive
and the information is not quickly dated.

The Library of Congress, for example, has a
computer system that provides patrons access
to a variety of databases, some of which are
updated daily. Computer terminals in the Li-
brary and in Congressional offices give detailed
summaries of legislative proposals and help lo-
cate books and magazine articles on specific
topics. In addition, the National Referral Center
Master File gives a detailed listing of organiza-
tions concerned with specific subjects. Once
the information is located by the computer, it
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AEI called on John Charles Daly to host Public Policy Forum.
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Much of the progress is
attributable to computers,

which can "talk to" one another.
A national organization, for

example, can make its
continually updated computer
database available to its state
and regional chapters for the

price of a phone call.

can be copied from the display screen or print-
ed out on the library's computer printers.

A similar type of service, though on a much
smaller scale, was begun in March 1983 by
Partnerships Deo. line. A toll-free "800" number
was established to give callers access to a com-
puter database containing more than 6,000 ex-
amples of self-help efforts around the nation.

The service is mancied by the Citizens Fo-

rum on Self Government/National Municipal
League of Nev: York in cooperation with the
Washington, D.C.-based Partners for Livable

Places. it is an cutgrcwth of the President's
Task Force on Private Sector Initiatives, which
collected more than 2,500 examples of public-
private partnerships. These examples were
combined with CIVITEX (Civic Information and

Techniques Exchange), the database of Citi-
zens Forum, and Livability Clearinghouse, the
database of Partners for Livable Places.

Those calling Partnerships Data line USA
speak with information specialists who may be

able to offer answers immediately. (It also is
possible to "call" Partnerships Dataline via the
Telecommunications Cooperative Network's
electronic mail network, explained in Chapter
Eight) If these experts can't answer questions
immediately, a computer printout is generated

that details relevant experiences of other com-
munities, including names and telephone
numbers of local contacts. Subjects covered in

the database range from employment and eco-
nomic Matters to race relations and communi-
ty health.

Dialing For Data

Because of the increasing accessibility of
computers, and because of the ease with which
they can search through large quantities of in-
formation, there nas been a dramatic growth in
the number of "on-line" databases available to
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businesses and consumers.
Major newspapers, newsletters, and wire ser-

vices now are directly accessible by computer,
as is specialized information. The Berkeley So-
lar Group Computer Service has data geared
for architects and engineers in the solar energy
field; the State Publications Index provides up-
dated listings of all materials published by the
50 states; and lnteriink Press Service (described
in detail in Chapter Seven), makes available
Third World news from foreign feature services.

On-line research r.as distinct benefits. Many
databases permit "key-word" searches, so that

an organization can narrowly define the param-
eters of its research and, at the same time, be
assured that important documents or news
items are not overlooked. No longer is it neces-

sary to wait for new information to be printed to
have access to it, and geographical boundaries
are eliminated. For instance, one need not trav-
el to the Patent Office in the Washington sub-
urbs to locate details about all the solar energy
patents granted in the last decade the data-
base is available on-line.

Organizations that need to monitor Congres-
sional and federal agency actions can do so
with Legi-Slate. This database, updated daily,

includes Federal Register notices, details about
every bill and resolution introduced in Con-
gress, upcoming committee schedules, legis:.:-
tors' voting records, and actions of some state
legislatures. If users request it, the service can

give them a regularly scheduled status report
on bills of interest to their organizations, and it's
possible to arrange for automatic searches of

the Federal Register that locate specific words,
agencies, public laws, and the like.

While Legi-Slate obviously can be a helpful

tool for advocacy organizations, the cost of the
service may seem beyond the reach of many of
them. in March 1983, the minimum cost for
Legi-Slate was $390 a month. This included
instruction handbooks, staff training, and two
hours' usage time each month, which is prob-
ably sufficient for most groups. Additional on-
line time is $195 an hour. But, if you compare
the cost of using Legi-Slate with the cost of
having a person trying to keep tra of that
same information, the potential sa ngs be-
come more evident.

Not all database services are expensive.
Some vendors offer subscribers access to a
"menu" of information services, each of which
has its own rate schedule. NewsNet, for in-
stance, makes available to subscribers about
two dozen newsletters ranging from Coal Out-
look Marketline ($36 an hour to individuals) to
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'Telephone News ($24 an hour).
Among other on-line services are the New

York Times Information Bank, which provides
access to a number of newspapers across the
country, including, of course, the New York
Til72(!.S, and the Dow Jones News/Retrieval Set-
vice, a business and financial service that lets
subscribers search an enormous pool of arti-
cles from the Wail Street Journal. 134110,1's.
and the Dow Jone7 News Service. Cost of the
service is about $J0 -$60 an hour, depending
on the files used and the time of day.

For organizations that do a lot of newspaper
and magazine research, Nexis, a service of
Mead Data Central, is an option. Nexis carries
newspaper and wire-service stories dating back
to January 1, 1977, and magazine articles from
January 1, 1975. Sources in the data bank in-
clude the Associated Press, United Press Inter-
national, Reuters, The Washington Post.
Newsweek, Dun's Review. The Economist,
U.S. News F.; World Report, the Public Rela-
tions Newswire, and Congressional Quarterly
Weekly Report. Costs for Nexis generally are
about $60 -$90 an hour, and the computer
prints the full text of stories rather than short
citations or abstracts. Unlike many databases.
though, Nexis can be used only through special
terminals supplied by the company.

Dialog and the Bibliographical Retrieval Ser-
vices (BRS) each offer dozens of research-ori-
ented databases. Among the subjects available
on Dialog, for example, are criminal justice ab-
stracts. environmental and food science cita-
tions, sociological and psychological abstracts,
statistics from the U.S. Commerce, Energy, and
Labor Departments, Federal Register ab-
stracts, and even a philosophy index. BRS,
which offers a different collection of subjects,
also has an important option for organizations
with limited resources. Its -Alter Dark- service
can cut search costs in half.

There are, in addition, other options. Compu-
Serve and 'The Source are commercial services
that put on-line dozens of databases, some of
which cost as little as $5 an hour. Although
these networks are geared primarily toward the
nonce user, they also make available newspa-
pers and wire services, federal government
news and Congressional schedules, and elec-
tronic mail.

The Sourer., a subsidiary of Reader's Digest,
actually allows users to become "publishers."
An organization with a newsletter or magazine it
believes is of interest beyond its constituency
can request that its database be added to The
Source. If it is accepted for the -Public- data-
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base, it receives a royalty for usage by Source
subscribers. Under the current royalty sched-
ule, a publication drawing $300 in billable us-
age a month by Source subscribers would net
the organization $37.50 a month: a publication
drawing $1,500 a month would net an organi-
zation $262.50.

Free For The Asking

V, also is possible to use computers for the
purposes of research and dissemination with-
out having to pay any fees other than your
phone bill. Hundreds of -computer bulletin
boards- can be used for rapid information-
sharing among organizations. In Greenbelt,
Maryland, for example, NASA maintains some-
thing called "GAS-NET.- This bulletin board
was established to support users in NASA's get-
away spelial program (GAS), which permits re-
searchers to send a scientific experiment
aboard the Space Shuttle. The system has
news about the Shuttle program, technical
notes, GAS news, and a bulletin board. Persons
planning experiments can communicate di-
rectly with NASA personnel, moving messages
faster than the Postal Service and eliminating
the hassle of "telephone tag.-

Finally, there are systems that incorporate
open "bulletin board- functions, private elec-
tronic mail, and serious research capabilities.
These comprehensive systems illustrate just
how effective small computers can be for a
wide range of day-to-day research tasks. The
Handicapped Educational Exchange (HEX) is a
good example.

HEX was put in place and is maintained by
the Amateur Radio Research and Development

News bulletins are posted on the HEX
"bulletin board."
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The advent of n.?.w information
technologies has the potential to

make the acquisition of
information for all types of

organizations simpler and less
expensive.

Corporation (AMRAD), a nonprofit, technically
oriented organization of more than 250 radio
and computer amateurs. In early 1980, with
funds from the Department of Education, the
group put its computer information system "on
line." The purpose of the system is to serve as a
clearinghouse for the application of home
computers to the educational needs of the
handicapped. For the first few months, anyone
with a microcomputer could call the system
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and gain access to a variety of files and a bulle-

tin board. Eventually, the system also was made

compatible with telecommunications devices

for the deaf (TDDs), many of which resemble
teletype machines.

AMRAD is able to provide HEX users up-to-
date and relevant messages by monitoring
Specialnet, a computer information system op-
erated by the National Association of State Di-

rectors of Special Education. Specialnet entries
include everything from conference announce-
ments to proposed federal regulations pub-
lished in the Federal Register to requests for
proposals for new research and development
grants. Names, addresses, telephone numbers,
and contact persons are listed with entries,
making the system extremely practical.

The success of HEX is proof that computers
can be effective tools for grass-roots organiza-
tions. AMRAD's project provides a national con-
stituency with a powerful research system that

also has other important uses. HEX operates 24
hours a day, seven days a week, always avail-
able for those in search of information. This
office never closes.
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f the pundits are on the mark, there pnpb-
I ably is a computer in your future.

It will, most likely, be a cnicrocomputer--.
a desk-top unit whose recent ancestOrs re-
quired. entire rooms from which to work
their magic. A decade ago, there were
150,000 computers in operation acxoss
the country; that figure topped one 101100
in 1980, and four million kt 1982.Accer&r,

are a .,Modern,".: which enabies you to
.

your compUter into the telephone net-
, work alking One computer to another via
,:*.epjaorie tin and "disk drive,The lat-

. ,'.ter allowikOki to save data foliate' retrieval
:1:82 Pr whkh :;;;resemble small
;PitenOraph, *cords; The ::CPU and all the

poinpiteat "hard-
vat* :In St Special

:=.1ariglOga,:the'CoMPuter can Understand,
tiltiChineinetruttions, and trans-
'TtleWige"to the

Xt. inherent .::411)ility to perform
,,dOirfipiert CalCulationk'a Computer can do
*thing:* its ..oWni -.it *ill :perform only
thote span lt is instructed to perform,
and Itwift reSpond only to a "correct" series
cif cOMMands. The. software that gives the
compirter its innate Intelligence," allowing
it to carry out the basic tasks expected of it,
is called the system ;softivare; The applica-

...; flops software, meenwhtle,.illives the corn-
pater instructions to patxm specific tasks
.such as word processing, 14xlating a mail-
ing flat, balancing a checkbook or shoot-
ing down alien invaders.

Depending-oh ones needs, a complete
microcornputer; system, capable of data
storage, , manipulation, and retrieval, may
not be riecesszwy. in some cases, a "dumb"
*ink* stay *0kt:rho** keYboard units
are 'cat**, of connecting via phone lines
to large comptiters,. where the actual work
is perfOrnied. it is possible; fo/ example, for
an 'organtettion to feed , new mailing-list
data. each, month into a large central com-
puter by means of a dumb terminal and
haye.the:corputer print letters periodically
to, apeci*Oliup of- members. Or it is

tO;;.Search large centralized data
with a duMb terminal; when the

:sew* is completed, the information may
be printed out right on the terminal.

ing to some estimates, as manyas
lion Americans will buy home computers
this decade.

At the very least, a microcomputer is a
highly efficientand increasingly afforda-
bletool, capable of performing functions
ranging from word processing and finan-
cial planning to filing data and direct mail
management. But beyond that are the
functions that make the Personal compd..
er a pivotal link in the grand scheme of
modem, and emerging, communictaiOns,
Using phone lines, for example, it is possi-
ble to search data bases and retrieve infix,
motion and hook up with other computer
users for on-going conferences. The mi-
crocomputer also can receive and said
electronic mail, reduce,typesetting-coats by
sending copy directly to a printer's com-
puter, and transmit text from the computer
in your home to the one in your office.

At the heart of the microcomputer is a
series of tiny silicon chips, laden with thou-
sands of transistors. The real brains of the
operation is the central processing unit
(CPU), to which can be added various peri-
pheralsa keyboard, printeror -joy sticks,"
among others, Talking to the computer
telling it what calculations to perform is
done with a keyboard similar to that Of a
typewriter. The machine "responds" via the
printer or a display screen that rneeate
ther a special cathode ray tube (eftry or
your television. Other important peripher-
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Training & Professional
Development

Afew years ago, the Illinois Bankers Associ-
ation discovered a new use for the tele-

phone. The Association had only a couple of
weeks to explain to its members across the
state an important new banking development,
making in-person meetings or seminars unfea-
sible. Ordinarily, print materials would be sent

out to keep bankers apprised of new services,
but this one, because of its complexity, un-
doubtedly would raise difficult questions. To
make certain those questions were answered

satisfactorily, the Association held a statewide
audio conference, linking sites via telephone
lines. Bankers gathered at more than a dozen
locations, where packets of information were
distributed. Teleconferencing worked so well as

a training vehicle that the Association, which
later merged with the Association for Modern
Banking, has since done a series of telephone-

delivered workshops.
Communications technology seems well

suited for training and professional develop-
ment. The same media used for widespread
public education also can be used to reach
smaller target audiences. Travel to classrooms
often can be reduced or eliminated, and infor-
mation can be rapidly passed on to local, or
even national, groups of students.

Videotape, for example, has been used with
considerable success. One of the most ambi-

tious programs involving the use of videotape
for professional training is the American Bar
Association's Continuing Legal Education Vid-

eotape programVideoLaw Seminars. In
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1976, the ABA's Consortium for Professional
Education, which oversees the program, re-
leased its first tapesa six-part series on legal
ethics. The series was an immediate hit both in
the profession and in law schools, where the
study of legal ethics was becoming mandatory.
Each videotape began with a dramatization of
an ethical problem acted out by professional
actors and practicing attorneys. Panel discus-
sions with experts in the field followed the dra-

ma. Students were aided by transcripts and
other supporting material.

Since that first series, the Consortium has

built a library of more than 300 videotapes that
cover everything from law office management
to witness preparation for the grand jury. Some
programs are designed and scripted, then shot

on location, while others are recordings of live
seminars developed by various sections of the
ABA. The latter usually consist of eight to 12

lours of tape edited from a two-day seminar
that includes mock trials or demonstrations.
Some series run as long as twelve-and-a-half
hours and cost $2,000 to.Ertly or $400 to rent.
The average cost for a one-tape program, how-
ever (30 minutes to an hour), is about $150.

Another facet of the ABA's professional train-
ing effort is its video teleconference series. The

American Law Institute-American Bar Associ-
ation Committee on Continuing Professional
Education has for years offered live continuing
education seminars to the legal community. In

1981, three of the seminars were distributed
live via satellite. This was followed by a 10 -pro-
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gram series, 1981-1982 Video Lau) Review,
that was distributed to downlink sites around
the nation. Other avenues the ABA also is ex-
ploring for the delivery of course material in-
clude cable television and subscription TV.

Actually, cable television already has been
used by a variety of nonprofit organizations for
in-service trainingeverything from the Ever-
ett, Washington Parks Department's video
course on baby-sitting to a series on indivi Wal-
ly guided education offered by the Learning
Resource Center of the Danville, Illinois Public
Schools. In Rockford, Illinois, __I Ofire _houses,
pa.ticipated in a pilot project to teach fire-
fighters general aspects of pre-fire planning.
Basic skills instruction and simulation games
were delivered via one-way and two-way cable.
In Peoria, cable has been used successfully for
in-service training of nursing home personnel,
providing instruction in working with the aged,
nutrition, and the like.

The main question on the minds of groups
contemplating the use of televised training is its
effectiveness. There is a growing body of re-
sear:h which has begun to answer that ques-
tion. In Spartanburg, South Carolina, a series of
experiments with interactive cable during the
mid-1970s delivered live instructional classes
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Given carefully prepared and
organized material and plenty of

time for interaction with
students, it appears that the

medium by which the course is
deliveredbe it cable,

microwave, or satellite does
not-seem to-make much

difference.

to adults in continuing education programs.
The experiments, conducted by the Rand Cor-
poration with a grant from the National Science
Foundation, tested the effectiveness of two-way
interactive cable as an alternative to the tradi-
tional classroom setting for adult education.

Students were offered courses in mathemat-
ics, reading, and language skills through a local
college in preparation for the South Carolina

1

Lawyers learn about juries on one of the American Bar Assoc ationS videotapes.
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Communications technology
seems well suited for training
and professional development.

The same media used for
widespread public education

also can be used to reach
smaller target audiences.

General Education Development (GED) ex-
aminations. One group of students received
classes over a cable channel in their homes,
while another group took conventional classes

at the college. Instructors teaching via cable
stayed with their standard classroom routine,
including lectures and exercises in the curricu-
lum. Ordinarily, students could not talk with in-

structors, but rather communicated with

simple data terminals.
The results of the experiment showed inter-

active cable to be a generally effective instruc-
tional medium for this level of education:
"Cable students fared no worse for missing the
social environment of a conventional class-
room, and for some of these students home
cable classes provided their only means of fin-
ishing high school."

Some educators believe that videodisc tech-
nology also holds enormous potential for train-

ing and professional development. A number
of interactive videodiscs, for example, have
been produced for the medical community.
One series. produced by Miles Pharmaceuti-
cals, is available for viewing in Miles Learning
Centers in more than 200 hospitals across the
nation. Viewers can watch an operationin
slow motion or freeze-frame, if they wish
while listening to the surgeon's commentary.
Other disks, which are accompanied by written
materials, cover subjects ranging from diag-
nostic techniques to emergency room proce-
dures. Following the program, a quiz tests
viewers' knowledge of the subject. If the viewer
answers incorrectly, he is referred back to the
appropriate procedure on the disk for study. If
he answers correctly, the quiz moves on.

Other communication systems also have
been used effectively for training. In the Augus-

ta, Maine area, six hospitals are joined by a
closed-circuit, interactive microwave system
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used for courses, meetings, and seminars. The
network, operated by Medical Care Develop-
ment with funds from the Veterans Administra-
tion, broadcasts 30 hours each week.

Although the community at large occasion-
ally uses the facilities for classes, the system is
primarily devoted to the transmission of credit
and noncredit courses for medical profession-
als. In some respects, the rationale for the cre-
ation of thesystem is similar to that of the Eagle
Bend School District teaching a course like
clinical pharmacology at one hospital is prohib-

but by linking-six institutions
for the program,thereby aggregating morisfu-..
dents, the cost per student becomes

reasonable.
In addition to courses, hospital personnel at

different locations meet regularly with their
peers via the system. From time to time, this
closed-circuit teleconferencing concept has
been expanded beyond the Augusta area. For
special medical conferences, the system can
become one node of a larger networka net-

work that has linked cities as far away as Chica-

go and Florence, Italy.
Other members of the medical community,

in particular, have made extensive use of satel-
lites; permitting new therapeutic techniques to

be discussedeven demonstratedby some-
one skilled in a certain discipline. Slides, film,
and videotape have proved effective in these
multi-site video conferences, which have been

successful forums for the exchange of com-
plex, highly technical information.

One consideration, however, is expense. in

the mid-1970s, the American Dietetic Associ-
ation, funded in part by the federal government,
experimented with satellite delivery of educa-
tional materialto dietitians in remote areas. The
technology posed no problems, and in 1979,
under the name NEWSTARS (National Educa-
tional Workshops by Satellite Television), the
Association betjan a formal teleconferencing
program. The satellit2-delivered courses,

beamed to groups of dietitians gathered at pub-

lic television stations and hospitals two or three

times a year, continued for three years, with
good reaction from participants.

But in 1982 the program was called off. with

no foreseeable plans to resume. "We found the

costs were getting out of hand," says a spokes-

man for the organization. "The costs pushed us

out of the market."
ADA's David Nanberg says that the organiza-

tion simply couldn't afford tocontinue what was

a popular program. The series was recorded,
though, and the ADA has moved into a self-
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study program with the sale of audio and video-
tapes. If the cost of such teleconferencing
declines as much as expected in the next few
years, and if organizations can find ways of sup-
porting telecourses by charging an admission
fee ("tuition") and selling related material, then
the problems encountered by ADA can be
overcome.

For example, in the San Francisco Bay area,
the Association for Continuing Education
(ACE) uses microwave transmission technol-
ogy to deliver certificate and degree programs
directly to corporate locations. ACE is a non-
profit organization, established in 1968, that
uses the Instructional Television Fixed Services
(ITFS) facilities located at Stanford University.
Its membersprimarily high technology
firmssupport the system in part (other rev-
enues come from the sale or lease of course
videotapes) ar J often pay the tuition charge for
employees, who may "attend" classes at their
job site or at the Stanford campus.

ACE is not an accredited institution, but rath-
er works with local colleges to offer degree pro-
grams. An MBA degree in Management, for
example, is offered in cooperation with Golden

Gate University; certificates in business and
electronics are offered in cooperation with oth-
er schools. Approximately 50 companies affili-
ated with ACE are equipped with TV receiving
and transmitting equipment, and classes typi-
cally are held in corporate conference rooms,
where students can interact with teachers via
telephone hook-up.

ACE recently applied to the Federal Commu-
nications Commission for a license to operate
its own ITFS system. If its application is ap-
proved, ACE plans to form partnerships with
other high technology centers across the na-
tion in hopes of developing a nationwide indus-
trial television network. ACE General Manager
Charles Davis says there is considerable inter-
est in the idea, which would be funded and
managed by corporations. Davis says such a
network would use ITFS or cable TV as the local
delivery system, with satellites providing the re-
gional or national link, beaming programming
to various high technology centers. .

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers also has had some success in cover:.
ing the costs of their telecourses. In Decembel,?
1982, for example, IEEE sponsored a five-hour

*

Local industries are using the ITFS system at the University of Maryland's college Park
campus, shown here, in a program that resembles ACE's arrangement with Stanford.
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One -dowlink" site for IEEE's robotics seminar'. was Capitol Hill,

telecourse on the future of robotics. The course
originated in the studios of South Carolina Edu-
cational Television, and was fed by satellite to
16 interactive IEEE viewing sites around the
nation. In addition, ACSN-The Learning Chan-
nel made the program available to itscable tele-

vision system affiliates.
For IEEE, this was a new way to offer a semi-

nar to its members. More than 3,000 engineers,
each paying $125, took the five-hour course.
The 16 receive sites were connected by tele-
phone to permit interaction between course at-

tendees and lecturers. The teleconference was
developed by IEEE as a training course for en-
gineers, computer scientists, and others in-
volved in the application of robotics. Cable
television subscribers whose systems carry The

Learning Channel also could look in on the
program, even though they were not officially
registered. They were not given the companion
print materials, nor could they interact with the
lecturers. Those at the 16 receive sites received

the same professional credit for attending the
telecourse as is given for other IEEE seminars.
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In southern Virginia, the Center for Excel-
lence (CenTeX) offers in-service training for
teachers and other professionals using a so-
phisticated system that includes cable televi-
sion, FM subcarriers, telephones, and ITFS.
CenTeX has been on air since early 1978, offer-

ing both live and videotaped programming.
Among its programs is Project GETT-UP, an in-

service training program for teachers of the gift-
ed. Lectures are delivered via ITFS to teachers,
who can ask questions by telephone.

Like face-to-face instruction, telecourses are
only as effective as the trainers who present
them. However, given carefully prepared and
organized material and plenty of time for inter-
action with students, it appears that the medi-
um by which the course is deliveredbe it a
cable system, a microwave hook-up, or a satel-

lite---does not seem to make mue difference

at all. Moreover, the advantage in added conve-
nience and lower cost to students may well
make such courses as common in the next
decade as classroom training is today.
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W hen the cost of air and auto transpor-Vir.tabor. rose dramatically in the late
1970s, interest in teleconferencing in-
creased as well. Instead of actually bringing
people together in one physical location for
a meeting, teleconferencing permits com-
munications among multiple participants
at a number of sites. And if the thought of
meeting without face-to-face contact
sounds less than desirable, surveys shoW
that the use of teleconferencing is becom-
ing more acceptable.

Teleconferencing is not really a "tech-
nology," per se; rather it is a generic term
for the interactive transmission of informa-
tion among participants in multiple loca-
tions. To accomplish this, a variety of
technologieseverything from telephones
and microwave relays to satellites and
computersmay be used An audio tele-
conference, for example, brings together
three or more parties through ordinary
phone lines for a simultaneous group con-
versation. Audio conferences are generally
used when visual capability is not neces-
sary or is too costly. However, among the
options that may be used to add gr
and data to an audio conference are
mile transmission, teletyping, and slow
scan video, which transmits single images
every few seconds. Another option is the
"electronic blackboard," which translates
strokes on a pressure-sensitive surface into
electronic signals, sends them over phone
lines, and reconverts them on a TV monitor
at the other end.

When full-motion video is required the
choice is video conferencing. Because
two-way video is so expensive, the most
common form of video conferencing In-
volves video transmission from one central
location via satellite. The participants at the
other sites can see the major speakers and
talk back by means of a phone k - up.

The logistics of setting up a video con -
ference are getting easier, primarily be-
cause increased numbers of satellite-
receiving earth stations are being installed
around the country. In many cases, as with
the nation's 285 public television stations,
ready-made networks are already in place.
Hi-Net Communications, a subsidiary of
Holiday inns, uses the earth stations origin-
ally installed 'to receive first-run movie
chanrwis for video' cork-rencing. Where
permanent facilities ate not already in
place, though, a transportable earth station
may be brought in specifically for the
meeting.

Video conferencing is usually less ex-
mnsive than large in-person meetings,
particularly when all the related costs of
transportabon, food, lodging, and the like
are figured In. But It certainly is not cheap.
Pricesmill vary, depending on the company
arranging the meeting. A tw.)-hour satei-
lite -de video conference linking 10
to 15 slies, with 20 to 50 people per site,
would cost between $15,000 and 430,000.
And an al-day transmission linking 10 Mar-
riott Hotels, whose service is similar to that
of Holiday Inns, would cost $25,000 to
$50,000. If there were 500 persons at each
site, however, the cost would average only
$5-$l0 per person. Compare that to the
cost of bringing all those people together
and you can begin to understand the grow-
ing popularity of teleconferencing.

Organizations are now using video con-
ferences for a variety of purposes. Annual
meeengs, for example, lend themselves to
video conferencing, as do training semi-
nars, conferences, grass roots planning
sessions, and even press conferences. In
1981, appioximately 50 videoconfesences
were held in the United Statee. That figure
is expected to rise to between 375 and 500
by 1985.
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Davey of Services

s the deadline for 1983 tax returns ap-
proached, the Internal Revenue Service

unveiled a system designed to give taxpayers a

little round-the-clock comfort: "Tele- Tax," a bi-

lingual Touch-Tone-accessed menu of audio
tapes answering questions on everything from
capital gains and losses to bad-debt deduC-
tons. There's even a tape that tells how to re-
port suspected tax fraud,

In the weeks before the April 1 5th filing dead-

line, IRS staff were deluged with questions and
requests for tax assistance. This left two op-
tions: either handle as many calls as possible,
which was a fraction of the demand; or develop

a way to deal with routine requests without tying
up staff. The Tele-Tax system, by handling
these routine queries, freed IRS staff to handle
more complicated or specialized problems.
The intended result: a significant increase in

efficiency in responding to taxpayers'

questions.
Operation of Tele-Tax is simple: a local

phone number in each city gets a caller into the

system at any time of the day or night, with a
recorded message giving general directions on
how it works. if a caller does nothave a list of the

three-digit access numbers assigned each of
the 150 or so categories, a taped listing of those
also can be dialed up. There is no limit to the
number of tapes one can select on a single call,

and tapes gener,,Ily give useful information
about which IRS publications offer more
information.

Although the results aren't yet in on the pop-
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ularity of Tele-Tax, similar systems, used for
educational and community information pur-
poses, have chalked up high marks. In Tacoma,
Washington, for example, Tacoma Community
College offers three for-credit courses by tele-
phone. The system, part of the school's College
By Telecommunications, was put into oper-
ation in 1977 specifically for blind students and
has since evolved into a general-use delivery
mechanism for course work and community
information. A 24-four-hour-a-day TouCh-
Tone-accessed system lets students call up
course tapes; those with rotary phones dial a
special number and the requested tape is load-

ed by hand into a cassette machine. The sys-
tem also has 46 other extension lines, and the

access numbers for general-interest tapes
even one on first aid for horsesare printed
weekly in a local newspaper.

But it isn't just the telephone that's being
used in creative ways to enhance the delivery of
services to the public. Ronald Magden, the Ta-

coma school's Media System Coordinator, says
College By Telecommunications has success-

fully experimented with various combination's
of different media to deliver course material to
students, who must otherwise commute to
campus. A management course, for instance,
combined television and telephone access;

other courses have added news
videotapes, and cable televisio
combinations to the equation.

At Central Piedmont Community College in

Charlotte, North Carolina, telecommunications

radio,
arious
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technologiesincluding a telephone call-in
systemare used in about half the courses.
"There is no reason why ten. percent of our
lectures can't be put on audio cassette and ac-
cessed through telephone lines at night," says
William McIntosh, Vice Prssident for Educe-

nal Planning. "We could save ten percent of
our fuel, heat, etc."

McIntosh says the school has been involved
with appropriate uses of technologies for the
last decade, by resolution of the Board of Direc-
tors. He raises the possibility, for example, of
allowing students to check out microcom-
puters from regional learning centers, or trying
computer-to-computer communications over
a local cable system. The DOLLY system (Dial
Our Learning Listening Library), whose gener-
al-interest and course-required tapes generate
about 400,000 calls per year, is just one phase
of a larger program designed to address new
factors affecting education. The high cost of
commuting, for example, can be reduced, and
conflicts between course schedules and work
schedules can be easily eliminated.

The telephone also has been combined ef-
fectively with the computer in various ways for
the delivery of services. A prime example is in-
terlink Press Service, which distributes a num-
ber of international news services, including the
Rome-based Inter Press Service and London-
based Earthscan, the feature service of the In-
ternational Institute for Environment and
Development

Interlink, established in 1981, is, in effect, a
wire service that focuses primarily on Third
World news. But instead of news stories being
fed to clients continuously, subscribers using
small computers can search Interlink's data-
base for stories on specific topics that may in-
terest them.

Interlink works much the same way as the
New York Times Information Bank and other
commercial databases in that it allows key-
word searches. An organization interested pri-
marily in nuclear power issues, for example,
could limit a particular search to stories con-
taining the terms "nuclear waste" and "Indian
Ocean," thereby narrowly defining the s-:ope of
its research.

Once r'ories are identified, they can be read
on-screen or printed out. Anywhere from five to
15 feature articlesculled from dozensare
added to the database each week, which is ac-
cessible through a Maryland computer oper-
ation. Because access to the computer is
gained by dialing a local phone number
(through Telenet or Tymnet), long - distance
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After one interactive program on
Berks Community Television

explored the reasons for a raid
on a local high school, the
police department was so

impressed with the system's
potential it requested a regular

time slot for a show.

charges are eliminated and telecommunica-
tions costs can be kept reasonably low. Interlink
calculates that organizations scanning the title
index daily and printing sixty articles a month-
would be billed approximately $75 to $100 per
month in telecommunications costs.

The Cable Connection

Cable television likewise offers new opportu-
nities for the delivery of services. A prime exam-
ple is the Ozark Guidance Center, which runs a
psychological treatment facility in Springdale,
Arkansas, just north of Fayetteville. The Guid-
ance Center is a nonprofit, private organization
funded with state and federal support. Histori-
cally, it has done counseling; lately, it is doing
video productions, as well, including a program
on drug abuse produced by high school stu-
dents at the Ozark Guidance Center. The pro-
gram was carried on the local cable system by
the Fayetteville Open Channel, which began
providing locally produced programming to
the community's 12-channel cable system in
1980.

The Center is committed to completing five
video productions in total, and staff members
have found the results so far not only informa-
tive, but also therapeutic. In the summer of
1982, with grant money from the state Office of
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention, the Center
supervised production of the program on drug
abuse. The workfrom scripting to shooting to
editingwas done by 'problem" students, who
had a history of expulsion from for
exeApIt.

Larry Wayne Ellis, of the Center's staff, says
the experience was particularly beneficial for
the students, who now are at work on a pro-
gram about school suspension and expulsion.
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A split-screen shot from a'Berks Community
Televi5ion annual telethon.

The students, he says, are doing all the negotia-

tion s to arrange interviews, places to shoot, and

the like. "It builds self-esteem foe tne kids to

negotiate with adults," he says. "Ti.iase kids
took no pride in their appearance; with video, all

of a sudden things changed. Video is i:nother

mirror for them."
in Reading. Pennsylvania, the focus is a bit

different. What began in 1975 as a National

Science Foundation project evolved three
years later into Berks Community Television

(BCTV), which now produces 15 hours a week

of live programming on the local cable system.

What makes BCTV distinctive, though, is that

it produces two-way interactive programming.
One long-running show is Inside City H
which each week brings the Mayor or a mem-

ber of the City Council to a downtown location

for an interview. Reading citizena can partici-

pate in person at this i-)cation. or they can ques-

tion the elected official frorri other sites

equipped with TV cameras around the city. (Or-

dinarily, two to four sites are used for a pro-

gram.) The system allows for split-screen

images, so that the people addressing each
other from the various sites are viewed side-by-

side. Those who can't be present can watch at

home and phone in questions.
BCTV can feed programming into the cable

system from up to 80 sites in the Reading area,

and the interactive capability has been a boon

to the democratic process. City Council budget

hearings have been held with the community
sitting in, and the city's planning bureau re-
ceived valuable input from residents during a

serif -in historic preservation. And after one

inter , rive program explored the reasons for a

raid on the local high school, the police depart-
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meat was so impressed with the system's po-
tential it requested a regular time slot for a

show.
Undoubtedly, one of the bestand most of-

ten repeatedstatements &out the impor-
tance of BCTV, certainly from a public policy

standpoint, came from Mayor Kai en A. Miller
The city has come to depend on it....Ifwe want-

ed to be irresponsible public officials we could

go back to the old way, being satisfied with one

person showing up fora public hearing."

Over The Air

In the San Francisco area, the Catholic Tele-
vision Network (CTN) is making creative use of

Instructional Television Fixed Services (ITFS)
for broadening the reach of its educational pro-
grams. CTN, a nonprofit group affiliated with

the Archdiocese of San Francisco, operates
Senior University of the Bay Area, a not-for-
credit program that delivers educational pro-
gramming via ITFS microwave to senior

citizens at various neighborhood locations.
CTN now has 170 sites equipped to re-Rive its

signals, including elementary and high schools,

social service igencies, and church offices.

Senior University was first financed in 1978

with a grant from the Fund for the Improve-
ment of Postsecondary Education to demon-

strate that low-cost ITFS could be used for

adult education at neighborhood locations.
The original idea was to provide ongoing edu-

cational opportunities to those either unable to

afford university courses or unable to travel to a

campus. The program has, indeed, worked. Ac-

cording to Program Director Shirley Connolly,

people have been enthusiastic about the

courses, which have included such subjects as

art. literature, and local history.
Radio also can be used for service delivery.

Radio services for the blind have been one of

the most important noncommercial uses of FM

subcarriers, portions of FM radio channels not

used for regular broadcasting. There are ap-
proximately 85 of these services around the

country, providing news and information to
those unable to read. Their signals reach only

as far as the signal of the FM station on which

they are carried. Programming on the subcar-

riers can be picked up only by people equipped

with special receivers, which sell for about $75.

InTouch Networks, whose programming is

broadcast on a subcarrie.- of Columbia Univer-

sity's radio station, WKCR-FM, has been offer-

ing such a reading service since April 1977.

InTouch operates 24 hours a day on weekdays,
and 13 hot' s a day on weekends, its signal
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In Touch Networks large-print/braille program guide.

stretching about 50 miles in all directions. Its
300 volunteers read everything from People,
Forbes, and the New York Review of Books, to
Cosmopolitan, Playboy, and the National En-
quirer. in addition, Spanish- and Yiddish-lan-
guage programming is being added to the line-
up. The program guide is printed in large type
and braille.

With limited budgets, some reading services
for the blind can afford to do little more than
read local and national news headlines. There is
at least some trading of tapes between these
services, but because most services have differ-
ent needs (local newspapers, for example), not
all material can be exchanged. And because
much of the material to be traded is timely, the
logistics can be both expensive and difficult.

Creative use of technologies, however, has
made sharing arrangements a lot easier. Jasha
Levi, Executive Director of lnTouch, says the
network is trying to wise any technology avail-
able to extend the reach of the programming to
unserved areas. One cable company outside
the New York metropolitan area relays 35 hours
of programming a week via microwave facilities
to its headend for distribution to its subscribers.
Another cable company in the state takes the
entire schedule. And every day, New York City's
WNYC-FM, a municipally-owned and operated
public radio member station, distributes
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hours of inTouch programming nationally by
satellite.

Another service, whicl: like FM subcarriers is
deliver 2d on an unused portion of the broad-
cast signal (here, the TV signal), is closed cap-
tioning. The service was developed to enable
people with impaired hearing to enjoy television
programming. "Captioning- is a process by
which the audio portion of a television program
appears as printed subtitles on the screen
(similar to the subtitling used in foreign films).
"Closed" captions are invisible to the general
public, but can be picked up by TV sets
equipped with special decoding units. A closed
captioning system that uses special decoders
was developed in the 1970s by the Public
Broadcasting Service and the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. Currently,
many public and commercial television pro-
grams are captioned, thereby making then i ac-

cessible to the hearing impaired.
Although the original audience for closed

captioning service traditionally has been the
deaf, other uses of the system have developed,
as well. One such project now is underway in
Madison, Wisconsin, where WHA-TV is devel-
oping an agricultural information service that
uses the same part of the TV signal that is used
for dosed captioning.

The staff at WHA-TV knew that the decoders
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Moving from one-way
information systems car'ed on

the subcarriers of broaccast
stations to sophisticated two-

way electronic publishing
operations requires only a short
technological step. The result,
however, is a great leap in the

capacity and flexibility
of the system.

needed for closed captioning also could be
used to deliver other information of interest.
Their system now has the capability to continu-
outly monitor the Associated Press and the Na-
tional Weather Service for emergency news
and weather information and automatically
override the regular captioning. A terminal also
was installed at state government offices, allow-
ing for the delivery of emergency or other spe-
cial messages across the network.
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But the decoders have even more capacity
than thisthey permit the reception of two
channels of captioning along with two channels
of text, It was decided that one text channel
might be used for a public access bulletin
board system, although it's all still in the plan-
ning stages.

The other text channel has been designed for
those involvedeven peripherally--in agricul-
ture. The channel makes available weather re-
ports, commodity market information,
extension bulletins, and the like. In March 1983,
news from the Chicago Mercantile Exchange
was added.

Moving from such one-way information sys-
tems carried on the subcarriers of broadcast
stations to sophisticated two-way electronic
publishing operations requires only a short
technological step. The result, however, is a
great leap in the capacity and flexibility of the
system. Videotext, as this two-way technology is
called, is explained in detail at the end of Chap-
ter Three. Suffice it to say here that any organi-
zation whose primary service involves the
delivery of information to the public should
keep an eye on the development of videotext,
which offers tremenc,ous potential for imp, v-
ing both the quantity and quality of that service.
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In the fall of 1981, an interactive video-
disc about whales, geared for fifth- to

ninth-graders, was released by the Nebras-
ka Videodisc Group. The project, done for
National Geographic, has multiple-choke
quizzes, stereo sound of humpback
whales, discrete two-channel audio that
gives the separate views of environmental-
ists and commercial whalers, and a video
magazine that parallels the popular Na-
tional Gcorgraphic format.

In essence, this project is representative
of the phenomenon spawned by personal
video. For years, the TV screen relegated
the audience to a purely passive role; now,
however, it is passible for viewers to manip-
ulate the sound and pictures, in some in-
stances even take part in the production of
the material.

Unlike film, which uses a chemical re-
cording process, video is an electronic me-
dium. In many ways, videotape recording
resembles audio tape recording: informa-
tion (in this case both pictures and sound)
is recorded on a single piece of tape, pass-
ing through a magnetic field, that can be
erased or recorded over.

The most widely used piece of home vid-
eo equipment is the videocassette recorder
(VCR), which is capable of recording off the
air or, with a yideo camera, recording origi-
nal material:There are, at present, two in-
compatible VCR formats or methods of
r cording used in low-cost "consumer"
VCRs: Beta and VHS (Video Home Sys-
.tem), both of which essentially offer the
same features and recording quality. The
problem is that Beta tapes can't be played
on a VHS ma( ',ine, and vice versa.

For years, VCRs have found favor in the
industrial arena, where they are used pri-
marily for training purposes. But those ma-
chines were generally cumbersome and
expensive. In 1975, Sony introduced the

first machines intended for home use, and
more than five million are now in use in this
country.

Contributing to the growth in sales are
units that are shrinking in both size and
price. Early in 1983, the pricetag of a new
VCR was as low as $300, and features
found on top-of-the-line models a year or
two agofast scan, for exampleare now
becoming standard.

Videodisc players, introduced commer-
cially in the United States In 1980, use plat-

- tors that physically resemble phonograph
records. Like the VCR, there are two Incom-
patible formats: CED (Capacitance Elec-
tronic Disc), developed by RCA, uses a
needle that runs on grooves, like a record
player, and LV (LaserVision), pioneered by
Philips, uses lasers to scan the disc. The
CED format moves sequentially across a
disc, while the LV format offers random
access to all recorded material.

Perhaps the best uses for videodisc tech-
nology are found in the academic world.
Because videodiscs are compact and rela-
tively inexpensive (a consumer-oriented
disc typically costs $20-$40, about half of
an average videotape), videodisc libraries
can be easily maintained. In addition, the
enormous storage capacity (an entire en-
cyclopedia can fit on one disc) and interac-
tive capabilities make videodiscs an ideal
teaching vehicle. There is a fairly extensive
library of interactive discs, for example, de-
signed for physicians. in one program, a
doctor questions a patient about symp-
toms. As the patient volunteers more infor-
mation, viewers can make appropriate
decisions, such as selecting more detailed
questions or ordering lab tests. Finally,
after viewing text, still shots, or motion foot-
age, and narrowing down suspected condi-
tions, the viewer makes a diagnosis and
orders treatment
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Management &
Administration

In 1980, officials at the George Eastman
House, home of the International Museum of

Photography, had a problem. For several years,
they had been working on the tedious, time-
consuming task of transferring records of the
Museum's 600,000-image collection to a com-
puterized access system. Cataloguing this mas-
sive archive meant poring through more than
500,000 photographic prints and 100,000 pho-
tographic negatives, rer resenting the work of
approximately 8,000 pt totographers. The item-
by-item inventory, whose development was
supported in part by a grant from The National
Endowment for the Arts, would contain more
information about each image than the Muse-
um's existing records, and the computer would
significantly enhance search capabilities. It was,
in short, a project of particular importance.

But it just wasn't enough. Eastman House
officials knew that the database would not be
meaningful if the visual image was absenta
problem they obviously would face with this
computerized system. The solution, they decid-
ed, lay in videodisc technology, which allows
massive amounts of informationboth text
and imagesto be recorded on platters that
are played back on a special videodisc player.

When Robert Mayer took over as Director of
Eastman House at the end of 1980, there had
only been preliminary discussions about a vi-
deodisc cataloguing system. There seemed lit-
tle doubt, however, that this was the best
technological course to pursue, and a grant the
following year from the New York State Council
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on the Arts put the project on track.
But implementation of the idea posed prob-

lems. For one thing, there was the question of
how to best photograph the 600,000 images
without degradation of quality. A second tech-
nical consideration involved photographing the
collection in such a way that evolving videodisc
technology would not one day require reshoot-
ing each image. And finally there was money.

Answers were soon found for the first two
problems: it was decided that all images would
be photographed on 35mm color motion pic-
ture film, giving the museum a high-resolution
master record. This. it was reasoned, could be
preserved and kept available for any future
technological changes. A special camera was
chosen for the task, and a group of images was
selected for a test run.

As for the other matter, money, that called for
even greater creativity. ''As we began the proc-
ess, we tested out the potential for raising funds
for ti re massive project ahead," Mayer says. "Ini-
tial explorations with several major national
foundations proved futile. We realized that the
project had to be demonstrated for the impor-
tance of it to have any impact on potential fund-
ing sources. We needed to create a

demonstration videodisc.
-The 150 images chosen for the test would

not make a complete videodisc, and images
alone would not tell the complete story," Mayer
continues. "We realized that our educational
chore included informing our potential audi-
ences about the richness of our collections and
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the importance of this system to people beyond
the International Museum of Photography at
George Eastman House. Our sample videodisc
had to be a sales tool, in effect, as well as a
demonstration of how the system would work."

Filming the images taught the staff the intri-
cacies of the camera work, and the demonstra-
tion disc, recorded with music performed by a
student orchestra from the Eastman School of
Music, was completed in June 1982. The com-
puter cataloguing is expected to be finished
sometime in 1983, and in the meantime Mayer
says the Museum's videodisc has generated
considerable interest.

This experiment with computers and video-
disc technology is indicative of the kinds of in-
novative uses of technology that can contribute
to better management and more efficient ad-
ministration. The computer, of course, already
is acknowledged to be a valuable office toola
fast and efficient instrument for editing and typ-
ing documents, balancing accounts, maintain-
ing mailing lists, and storing information. But
the computer isn't the only tool that's helping to
streamline administrative procedures.

The New Mexico Department of Human Ser-
vices, for example, found voice (audio) telecon-
ferencing a suitable alternative to face-to-face

86.

hearings. In a typical three-day period, a hear-
ings officer dealing with social service claims
had to travel hundreds of miles between remote
towns. A pilot project eliminated this costly and
time-consuming travel by substituting voice te-
leconferencing for in-person hearings.

In Casper, Wyoming, school administrators
looked to cable television io improve commu-
nication with their teachers. The superinten-
dent of the local school district found that each
week he could give an early-morning report to
teachers about the previous evening's school
board meeting. The televised reports reached
teachers at home via the cable television
system.

The use of videotape is another example. At
the Labor Institute of Public Affairs, the media
arm of the AFL-CIO, news is sent to state and
international headquarters via a video newslet-
ter. LIPA conducted a survey of key union of-
fices and found a significant number already
owning video equipment, having easy access to
it, or preparing to purchase it. A video newslet-
ter, it was decided, could give these offices
timely and vivid information about key union
issues. The first production, completed in
March 1983, featured a report from the AFL's
legislative director on the new Congress, moti-
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In Cleveland, Tennessee, LIPA producers taped a community demonstration for the video
newsletter.
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vational speeches by union leaders, and details
about an organizing campaign by one of the
AFL's member unions.

The UPA staff expects the tapes will run 45
minutes to an hour. As an aid to viewers, tapes
begin with an index listing the location of each
segment. Eventually, LIPA will publish a cross-
referenced index listing the tape location of ev-

ery feature.
In New York City, the Telecommunications

Cooperative Network (TCN) has an ambitious
telephone project in the works--one that can
mean substantial monthly savings for nonprofit
organizations. TCN operates on the premise
that there is strength in numbers. With telecom-
munications services, cooperative ventures in-
volving a large number of users can mean
lower costs for everyone. Since 1980, the orga-
nization has offered its nonprofit members a
bulk discount rate for long-distance telephone
service that was negotiated with TDX, a com-
petitor of AT&T.

Early in 1983, TCN was in the midst of a
research project to determine the nonprofit
community's knowledge about telephone ser-
vice. According to Robert Loeb, TCN's Manag-
ing Director, preliminary findings indicate that
roughly half of those surveyed are taking ad-
vantage of discount long-distance services like
Sprint or MCI. But according to Loeb, many
nonprofits fail to match their particular calling
requirments with the most appropriate service.

Frequent tariff or price changes and differences
in transmission quality from service to service
also can cost organizations more than they bar-

gain for.
Therefore, with the aid of a microcomputer,

TCN reviews available service offerings to iden-
tify the "optimal" service or services to handle

each organization's unique calling require-
ments. By maintaining a computer profile of
each group's calling patterns, this process can
be repeated annually to identify new service and

savings opportunities. TCN's optimization pro-
gram has resulted in an average 15 percent
savings for member nonprofits compared with
nonmember long-distance costs.

The program also has allowed TCN to identi-

fy overlapping long-distance requirements
among many of its members, enabling the
coop to negotiate group purchasing agree-
ments with vendors for bulk discount rates.
The next step," Loeb says, is to route all mem-

ber calls in a given city over our own nonprofit
network using a shared telephone system such

as a large PBX owned by a member university."
The PBX, or telephone "switch," automatically
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chooses the least costly long-distance senice
on a call-by-call basis, and can pack special
bulk lines to high volume calling areas for maxi-
mum ravings, "Because of the economies of
scale, r o single one of our members could save
as much on their own," Loeb adds.

. Enter The Micro

Robert Loeb tells the following story:
The Telecommunications Cooperative Net-

work had a meeting with a nonprofit organiza-
tion that was considering buying a
microcomputer. At the time of the meeting, the
organization was using a time-sharing system:
a small terminal in its office was connected by
telephone lines to a large computer at another
location. The group decided, however, that the
time-sharing arrangement was not beneficial
and that a stand-alone computer in its offices
would be better.

The group wanted its own computer be-
cause the computer to which it was linked
could not generate a printout of members' tele-
phone numbers. This puzzled Loeb, who knew
that most time-sharing systems can indeed
make available data of this sort As the discus-
sion continued, Loeb finally learned why the
organization was having trouble getting the
necessary lists of phone numbers out of the
computer: no one had ever put them in.

That may sound like a silly error, but it hardly
is unprecedented. Many organizations mistak-
enly think that a computer is omniscient plug it
in and it will do any task requested of it. Other
organizations wrongly expect a computer to be

a panacea, capable of solving all their internal
problems. Sometimes those problems have

more to do with management weaknesses, per-
sonality conflicts, or budget shortfalls than
mailing list mf.ntenance and text editing.

Some consultants who have worked with
nonprofit organizations say many of them don't
have a firm understanding of why they need the
equipment. (Nonprofits may not be alone in his
regard.) Without this clear analysis, there is no
real way of determining what sort of equipment
is best, or whether, in fact, a computer is really
needed. Those organizations that have gone
into it with their eyes open, however, often have
been richly rewarded,

But a computer is not a panacea. Pat Wag-
ner, of the Denver-based Network Resources,
thinks a number of hard questions should be
addressed before an organization buys a com-
puter. Among them: What Is the organization's
current financial situation? Who on the staff will
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have the prime responsibility for supervising
the computer's use? Can this person devote
adequate time to this job? Can the organization
afford the time to adjust to the machine and
additional time before it realizes money savings
or other benefits, such as increased productiv-
ity? "If an organization has financial or manage-
ment problems, they make the misassumption
that a computer will solve those problems,"
says Wagner, a computer consultant for non-
profit groups. "Somebody says, Were having
problems, and the computer will be a wonderful
tool.'"

For some organizations, she adds, micro-
computers may not be appropriate. For one
thing, many of the small, inexpensive comput-
ers designed primarily for home use do not
have enough memory capacity for the tasks
required by some organizations. In addition,
putting together the right hardware and soft-
ware packages is time-consuming and costly,
as is computer maintenance. Among the possi-
ble pitfalls: "Your friend walks by the computer,
and the static charge from his sweater erases
the disk you have been sweating over for seven
hours. You lose a disk behind a radiator. A pow-
er surge during a storm erases your disk. You
hit the wrong button and erase the only copy of
your main data entry program." And on and on.

Despite the potential pitfalls, computers now
are being used efficiently in the nonprofit com-
munity for a number of purposes. Some
groups have purchased their own equipment,
while others are content with time-sharing ar-
rangements. And for those who find they need
to use computers occasionally, systems are
available (sometimes through libraries) for a
per-hour charge.

In Tucson, Arizona, for example, one com-
mercial service charges a $30 membership fee
which entitles an organization, business, or in-
dividual to 10 hours of computing time each
month. An organization can maintain a data-
base on the computer, do word processing and
accounting, print form letters and address la-
bels, or perform just about any other routine
office function for which a computer is helpful.

Many libraries around the nation have begun
offering similar servicestypically for about
one dollar an hour. This provides an easy way to
get acquainted with computers and learn how
to operate them without having to actually buy
one. It provides a good testing ground for the
types of software necessary to manage an orga-
nization. So if the budget does not allow for the
immediate purchase of a computer, an organi-
zation can get a head start on the creation of

files by leasing time on someone else's
equipment

In Boston, the Massachusetts Cultural Alli-
ance makes available computing services to its
members through an arrangement with the
Children'E Museum. The Boston Arts Comput-
er Hookup (BACH) permits members to use a
terminal in the Alliance's offices to tie into a
large computer at the museum. After financial
data are entered each month on the terminal,
the computer produces financial reports, in-
cluding year-to-date figures. Finally, the reports
are printed out for the organization on the
BACH terminal.

A Chicago coalition of 65 community
groups, Organization Northeast (ONE), which
includes block clubs, churches, tenant associ-
ations, and senior citizen organizations, is work-
ing with researchers at Northwestern University
to determine how effective a too: a microcom-
puter can be. ONE is interested primarily in
issues affecting its immediate neighborhood
housing, crime, health care, and the likeand it
is looking to use its Apple II computer to docu-
ment these citizen concerns for public officials.

In 1979 and 1980, for example, the commu-
nity was concerned about a series of fires in
Chicago. According to ONE's Bill Trierweiler,
there were suspicions that some landlords were
purposely allowing their buildings to become
run down and then intentionally burning them
for the insurance money. Four separate agen-
cies in Chicago inspect buildings, Trierweiler
says, but their lists are not cross-checked. If
they were merged, he adds, some patterns in-
volving the suspected arsons might become
obvious. With the microcomputer, that data
can be merged and analyzed, permitting ten-
ants to identify buildings that may be targeted
for neglect.

In San Francisco, the Regional Young Adult
Program also has found computers to be a
valuable asset. RYAP helps put in place social
advocacy programs. A few years ago, it
launched the Center for Systems Art, which was
to help RYAP publish The National Directory of
Corporate Charity. The 'directory was pro-
duced on a relatively inexpensive microcom-
puter, and after only six months of sales had
just about earned back its production costs.

Any organization with a computer or terminal
and telephone modem can save up to half of its
typesetting costs by comp..ter-to-compute
communication with commercial typesetters.
Once copy is composed, special codes are in-
sertedeither by the organization or the type-
setterthat instruct the typesetter's computer
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how to format the text. Codes can be added for
centering headlines, changing type sizes, spe-

cial indentations, and anything else required in

a brochure, newsletter, or annual report.
This booklet, Communicating in the '80s,

was written on an $1,800 microcomputer.
Drafts were printed on a $600 dot-matrix print-
er for editing. Codes then were Inserted in the
finished text, and it was sent directly to the type-

setter's computers with a $150 modem. The
typesetter added additional codes, and the for-
matted text was then sent back via phone lines

to the microcomputer. In some cases, the turn-
around time was only a few hours. All final edi-
torial changes were made on this version and
once again sent back to the typesetter, where
the final galleys were produced. Not only were
costs cut and time saved, but editorial changes
were possible right up to the last moment.

One Step Further

The options made possible by microcom-
puters increase significantly when they are used

as part of a larger network. Most nonprofit orga-
nizations tend to use microcomputers initially
for "in-house" functions like word processing
and mailing list maintenance. But many soon
look beyond their own offices.

Some members of the Telecommunications
Cooperative Network, for example, are using

TCN's computer networking system for com-
munication among regional or local offices,
sharing mailing N'its and databases, and co-
ordinating activities. The Council of Jewish
Federations has 25 communities linked to-
gether for such purposes; the Illinois Hospital
Association has hooked three of its &fires into
the network, as a first step in linking all of its
offices together electronically; i4nd officials of
the Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign hav
begun sharing information this way.

TCN's Robert Loeb says the two biggest mis-
conceptions about computer networking are
that it costs more than most organizations can
afford and that everyone must have the same
equipment to have a network. A "dumb" termi-
nal, he notes, costs no more than a good type-
writer, while almost any type of equipment can
be linked to a large computer where electronic
messages are stored.

But just as there should be clear reasons for
purchasing equipment, there also should be
specific reasons for joining networks. Other-
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wise, initial enthusiasm about being able to
communicate with other organizations is likely

to evaporate quickly.
"National organizations that do a lot of mail-

ings and have a need for greater feedback are

giving computer networking greater thought,"
Loeb says. "People still think in terms of mailing
'packets' of information to local groups or indi-

virh.al constituents because, for the most pat,
tht economics and slowness of the postal deliv-

ery system demand these types of bulk mail-
ings. But the recipient may need only part of
what's in the packet, or may need different parts

at different times, and this results in much infor-
mation being misplaced. Then, an organization
will receive many requests for information that
has already been mailed out"

Now with computer-based communication
systems, Loeb adds, organizations can target
specific information to different users in both a

timely and inexpensive manner. information
also can be stored "on-line" for demand access
by users anywhere in the country, and the na-
tional office can gain immediate feedback on

how and when specific pieces of information
are used, and how effective they are in the field.
In this way, the system can be used to improve
both the quality of the information delivered as

well as the speed and efficiency of delivery.

TCN's computer communications system

provides a forum for the exchange of ideas, and

can be a boon to research. For one thing, orga-
nizations can make their special interest data-

ba';es available to other members c f the
network. Or, if an organization has an ext nsive
library on a particular topic, an information
search service is possible.

There are, quite obviously, distinct advan-
tages to owning a computer. But as was noted
by Robert Loeb and Pat Wagner, there also can

be drawbacks to microcomputers. Or, more
accurately, poor planning can create draw-
backs for organizations that don't fully analyze
their needs in advance and purchase equip-
ment to meet those needs.

But the same holds true for other technol-
ogies. As many organizations have learned,
there is more to using new technologies
whether computers, satellites, or cable TV
than merely plugging them in or paying for
service. To use them effectively, planning is re-
quired. Without that planning, even the most
sophisticated and powerful tools can leave us

no better off than we were without them.
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Wnth all the discussion about innovative
two-way interactive telecommunica-

tions systems, we tend to overlook our ol-
dest and most expansive interactive
networkthe telephone system. A century
after Alexander Graham Bell made the first
phone call, 98 percent of American homes
are phone-equipped, with more than 180
million phones in use; the number of com-
panies offering discount long-distance ser-
vice in competition with AT&T Jumped
from only two in the late 1970s to more
than 200 by 1982. Only 150,000 auto-
mobiles were equipped with mobile
phones at the end of 1982, but a new wire-
less phone servicecellular, radiois ex-
pected to push that number past three
million by 1988.

A new generation of equipment and ser-
vices has transformed the plain black
phone into a multi-function work station
that can provide such advanced services as
conference calling and storing voice mes-
sages for delivery at predetermined times.
In addition, the merger of computers and
telephones has set the stage for banking
and shopping by phone and easy access to
hundreds of data bases.

The major telecommunications story in
the last decade has been the growth of
competition in the telephone industry, di-
luting AT&T's long-held monopoly, and
bringing down long-distance costs. The
breakup of AT&T, which began January 1,
1983, ultimately will mean separate bills for
long-distance and local service (and new
rate structures for both). Owningrather
than rentingequipment will be the norm.
New options in phone service have be-
come available. MCI, for example, whose
long-distance network is second only to
AT&T's, will experiment with delivering
phone calls to homes via cable television
lines. Consumers who were once limited to

dealing only withAa Bell now have a wide
range of equipment and' services from
which to choose. Significant savings are
possible by shopping around for the best-
rates and services.

The phone line in your home or business
is routed through a matrix of wires in your
neighborhood to a local central office,
where all phones in your "exchange" (re-
presented by the first three digits of your
phone number) are hooked up to electron-
ic switches. These switches can connect
one telephone to any other telephone
served by the switch, and thus make local
calls possible. Long distance adds another
step: your call automatically goes to a local
long-distance switching office," where it is
routed via cable, satellite, or microwave to a
long-distance office near the phone you're
trying to reach. It's then forwarded to an-
other central office for completion.

Cellular radio, authorized by the FCC in
1982, makes possible widespread portable
telephor.y. Unlike standard mobile phone
service, cellular radio can accommodate
as many simultaneous conversations from
a geographical location as the regular
phone system can handle. Cities are` aivid-
ed into small contiguous "cells" (four to 15
miles in diameter), each with its own low-
powered transmitter. Adjacent cells use dif-
ferent channels to avoid interference.
Because each of the more than 600 voice
channels that will be available in each city
can be used simultaneously in nonadja-
cent cells, the capacity of the system in
tremendous. Cellular radio systems have
been operating in sorne..European coun-
tries for years, with great success. The first
system in this country, a 17-cell system op-
erated as a developmental system for sev-
eral years in Chicago, is expected to late
commercially operational by Nlvemb-er
1983.
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Resources
ORGANIZATIONS

General

Alternate Media Center
New York University
725 Broadway
New York, NY 10003

Center for Interactive Programs
University of WisconsinExtension
975 Observatory Drive
Old Radio Hall
Madison, WI 53706

Center for Learning and Telecommunications
American Association for Higher Education
One Dupe. it Circle

z Suite 600
Washington, D.C. 20036

The Communications Consortium
Room 9-323
MIT
Cambridge, MA 02139

Federal Communications Commission
1919 M Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20554

Institute for th. Future
2740 Sand Hill Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025

Public Media Center
25 Scotland Street
San Francisco, CA 94133

Telecommunications Research and Action
Center

P.O. Box 12038
Washington, D.C. 20005

Teleconferencing
Academy for Educational Development

1414 22nd Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20037

ACSN-The Learning Channel
1200 New Hampshire Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. 20036

Public Service Satellite Consortium
1660 L Street NW
Suite 907
Washington, D.C. 20036

Cable
Cable Television Information Center

1800 N. Kent Street
Suite 1007
Arlington, VA 27709

National Federation of Local Cable
Programmers

906 Pennsylvania Avenue SE
Washington, D.C. 20003

Computers
Atari Institute

300 East 42nd Street
New York, NY 10017

Community Affairs Program
Apple Computer
205' Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014

EDUCOM
P.O. Box 364
Princeton, NJ 08540

Inter link Press Service
777 United Nations Plaza
New York, NY 10017

People's Computer Company
1263 El Camino Real
P.O. Box E
Menlo Park, CA 94025

Telecommunications Cooperative Network
370 Lexington Avenue
Suite 715
New York, NY 10017
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BOOKS

Aspen Institute Program on Communications
and Society, Aspen Handbook on the Me-
dia: 1977-1979, Praeger Publishers, NY,

1977.
. Baldwin and D.S. McVoy, Cable Communi-

cations, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ,

1978.
L. Blackaby, D. Georgakas, and B. Margolis, In

Focus: A Guide to Using Films, One Infor-
mation, Inc., N Y 1980.

D. Forbes and S. Laying, The New Communi-
cators: A Guide to Community Program-
ming, Communications Press, Washington,
D.C., 1977.

M.L. Hollowell (ed.), The Cable Broadband
Communications Book: 1980-1981(Vol-
urne 2), Communications Press, Washing-
ton, D.C., 1980.

N. Jesuale and R.L. Smith (eds.), CT /C Cable-
books, Cable Television Information Center,

Arlington, VA 1982.
R. Johansen, J. Vallee, K. Spangler, Electronic

Meetings: Technical Alternatives and So-
cial Choices, institute for the Future, Menlo
Park, CA, 1979.

R.J. Lewis, Meeting Learners' Needs Through
Telecommunications: A Directory and
Guide To Programs, Center for Learning and
Telecommunications, American Association
for Higher Education, 1983.

The Low Power Television Guidebook, Col'-
poration for Public Broadcasting, Washing- .1%

ton, D.C., 1980.
Media Resource Guide, Foundation for Ameri-

can Communications, Los Angeles, CA,
1982.

R.M. Neustadt, The Birth ofElectronic Publish-
ing, Knowledge Industry Publicztions, Inc.,
White Plains, NY, 1982.

LA. Parker and C.H. Olgren, Teleconferencing
and Interactive Media, Center for Interactive
Programs, University of WisconsinExten-
sion, Madison, WI, 1980.

H. Segal and J. Berst, How to Select Your
Small Computer...Without Frustration, As-
sociation of Computer Users Research and
Education Division, :981.

Teleguide: A Handbook for Videc Teleconfer-
ence Planners, Public Service Satellite Con-
sortium, Washington, D.C., 1981.

Telespan's Definitive Guide to Teleconferenc-
ing Products and Services, Telespan, Inc.,
Altadena, CA, 1983.

J. Wilson, New Information Technologies for
the Nonprofit Sector, report of a joint confer-
ence of the Foundation Center and the As-
pen Institute, 1982.

PERIODICALS

Access, Telecommunications Research and
Action Center, P.O. Box 12038, Washington,
D.C. 20005.

Channels of Communication, 1515 Broad-
way, New York, NY 10036.

Community Television Review, National Fed-
eration of Local Cable Programmers, 906
Pennsylvania Avenue SE, Washington, D.C.
20003 (community access to cable TV).

CT/C Cable Reports, Cable Television Informa-
tion Center, 1800 N. Kent Street, Arlington,
VA 22209.
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CURRENT, Box 53358, Washington, D.C.
20009 (public broadcasting).

LP7V Reporter, P.O. Box 1567, Washington,
D.C. 20013 (low power television).

Telescan newsletter, Center for Learning and
Telecommunications, American Association
for Higher Education, Washington, D.C.
20036 (higher education).

Telespan newsletter, Telespan, Inc., Altadena,

CA 91001 (teleconferencing).
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